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ABSTRACT

Aerodynamic Improvements for Auto-Carrying Railcars

Robert A. Condie
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Master of Science

The railroad industry is responsible for the mass transport of a vast numbers of goods throughout the United States. As needs and capabilities of the railroad industry have changed, the interest in reducing the resistance of locomotives and railcars has increased. This has become paramount as fuel prices have increased in recent years. Resistant forces can result from friction in mechanical components and aerodynamic drag of the moving train. As the average traveling speeds of trains have increased, aerodynamics are contributing a larger fraction of the overall resistance. For this reason, the aerodynamic profiles of trains have become a topic of research. Furthermore, current manufacturing practices of railcars provide an opportunity for research in modifications that reduce the aerodynamic drag.

This thesis reports on research that has been done to reduce aerodynamic drag on automobile-carrying railcars. Data was collected by placing G-scale (1/29) models into a wind tunnel with a 0.74 m$^2$ test section. These models were tested for Reynolds Numbers ranging from approximately $2.05 \times 10^5$ to $2.79 \times 10^5$.

Modifications were made to the models with the intention of reducing the drag. The profile features of the auto-carrying railcars were reviewed and three regions were chosen to be the focus of this study. The selected regions are the roof, side panels and structural chassis region. Special attention was given to the regulations of the railroad industry to ensure the tested modifications would be candidates for implementation. From the data, it was determined that drag could be reduced by modifying or covering the roof, side panels and chassis structure by nominally 20%, 5% and 15% respectively.
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NOMENCLATURE

A  Constant resistance term
A_c  Cross-sectional area in $ft^2$
A_holes  Area of holes is the side panels
A_total  Total panel area
B  Mechanical friction resistance term
C  Aerodynamic resistance term
c  Confidence level for the Student’s $t$ score
C_{CN}  Canadian National Railroad Company’s Drag Coefficient
C_{DA}  American Association of Railroads’ area drag coefficient in $ft^2$
C_d  Drag Coefficient
C_s  Streamlining coefficient
e  Element of error term
F  Force in pounds
F_d  Drag force
f_void  Void fraction
h  Fuel usage
j  Number of datasets for a given test case
K  Number of elements of error
L  Width of the railcar
M  Number of a type of vehicle
N  Number of axles on a vehicle
n  Number of datasets
P  Atmospheric air pressure
P_{total}  Total air pressure
P_{static}  Static air pressure
R  Resistive force in pounds
Re  Reynolds Number
R_i  Ideal gas constant
R_t  Resistive force in $lbs/ton$
R_{Total}  Total resistive force in pounds
S  Number of measurands needed to calculate a result
T  Air temperature in $K$
t  Time fraction
t_{v,c}  Student’s $t$ score
u  Uncertainty
u_r  Random uncertainty
u_s  Systematic uncertainty
V  Velocity
W  Weight of a vehicle in tons
w  Weight per axle
x  Measurand used to calculate result $Z$
Z  Result calculated from measurand values
$\alpha$  Force Ratio
\( \Theta \) Partial deferential of \( Z \) with respect to \( x \)

\( \mu \) Dynamic viscosity in \( \text{lb}_f \text{s/ft}^2 \)

\( \nu \) Degrees of freedom for the Student’s \( t \) score

\( \rho \) Air density in \( \text{slugs/ft}^3 \)

\( \sigma \) Standard deviation

\( \Phi \) Percent force reduction

\( \psi \) Percent fuel reduction

**Subscripts, superscripts, and other indicators**

- \([\text{CN}]\) indicates that \([\ ]\) is specific to the Canadian National Davis Equation
- \([\text{l}]\) indicates that \([\ ]\) is specific to locomotives
- \([\text{r}]\) indicates that \([\ ]\) is specific to railcars
- \([\text{single}]\) indicates that \([\ ]\) is specific to a single vehicle
- \([\text{base}]\) indicates that \([\ ]\) is specific to baseline test case
- \([\text{modified}]\) indicates that \([\ ]\) is specific to modified test case
- \([\text{reduced}]\) indicates that \([\ ]\) is specific to value that has been reduced by a given ratio
- \([\text{avg}]\) indicates that \([\ ]\) is a weighted average or mean of a set of values
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

This thesis describes research conducted to reduce the aerodynamic drag on auto rack style railcars. Previous work has studied many aspects of vehicle and train aerodynamics. This chapter will review these studies and seeks to develop a connection between them and the work presented here.

1.1 Motivation

Our society requires the transportation of goods. As communities have grown and expanded, moving large quantities of goods to previously remote locations has led to the development of a complex network of trains, trucks and highways. In the United States and many other countries, goods that are imported to the coast need to be moved long distances inland. Natural resources like coal need to be moved from mines to power plants where they can be utilized. Industrial and agricultural products, automobiles, intermodal containers and energy resources are all moved throughout the United States by rail.

Locomotives and railcars have seen great improvements since they were first implemented in the early 19th century. From the first steam engine in 1804 to the current day, trains have changed the way we move goods and resources [1]. Not surprisingly, people have sought to make transporting goods as efficient as possible.

Many things contribute to the speed and cost at which resources and products can be moved from one location to another and some of them are easier to influence than others. Loading and unloading methods have been developed, refined and automated to minimize the time and cost required to handle goods. Locomotive engines have evolved from being powered with a coal fired boiler to diesel generators which power electric motors. This has lead to locomotives that have the capacity to move larger tonnages in fewer trips at faster speeds.
Rising fuel prices have impacted the transportation industry. The trend of retail diesel fuel prices can be seen in Fig. 1.1. As diesel fuel costs have increased, the railroad industry has been impacted with higher operating costs. As a result, great effort is being taken to reduce the resistant forces that act on trains which directly reduces energy required to operate them. Some of this resistance can be attributed to the interaction of mechanical parts. There is friction between wheel and rail which also contributes to the sum of the resistant forces. As the train travels at greater average speeds, the aerodynamic profile of the train begins to contribute significantly to the resistant forces in the form of aerodynamic drag. Aerodynamic drag increases proportional to the velocity squared, and this relationship leads to large drag at high velocity. Studies have reported that the resistance to the tractive effort of the locomotives can be as much as 90% aerodynamic resistance for trains running at high speeds [2].

To reduce the resistive forces, railcar construction methods are being reviewed and modifications are being studied with the goal of ultimately reducing fuel consumption. One area of research is focused on modifications to the aerodynamic profile of the locomotives and railcars.
1.2 Literature Review

1.2.1 Aerodynamics

Aerodynamics is the study of fluid flow, more especially when the fluid is interacting with a solid body or surface. This fluid/body interaction produces forces that act on the body as the fluid moves over and around the surface of the body. In the case of trains, the most prominent aerodynamic force is drag and needs to be overcome as the train travels through the fluid (air). The effect of aerodynamic drag is to resist the forward motion of the train. It becomes apparent that by reducing the aerodynamic drag, the total resistance on the train will also be reduced. Ultimately, the force and fuel needed to propel the train forward will also be reduced. The amount of aerodynamic drag reduction needed to make a significant contribution to fuel conservation will be explored later.

Aerodynamic drag is comprised of two components, namely pressure and friction drag. The sum of these is the total aerodynamic drag that must be overcome to move a body through a fluid. In the case of vehicles and trains the working fluid is air. Friction drag is induced by the viscous effects in the boundary layer on the surface of the solid body, or more simply said the shear stress on the surface of the body. The pressure drag is caused by the pressure distribution over the surface of the body, and is greatly increased by flow separation from the surface of the body [4, 5]. An understanding of these components of drag leads to the conclusion that the drag on a body depends on the profile or geometry of the body as well and the speed at which the fluid is moving past the body.

As a train travels on a track, there are several resistive forces that must be overcome. The tractive force generated by the locomotives has to be greater than or equal to the total resistive force for the train to move. Although drag is not always the most dominant resistive force, as the train increases speed the contribution of each resistive component changes. At high speed, the aerodynamics will become the dominant resistive component in the summation of resistive forces. This is largely due to the aerodynamic term being a function of the velocity squared. At speeds above this critical speed the total resistive force will be dominated by the aerodynamic drag.

The geometry of the train largely influences the drag of the train. The physical size, and more specifically the surface area, influences the friction drag while the profile largely determines
the pressure drag. Ideally the train profile will minimize the aerodynamic drag. Such a profile is said to be streamlined. A streamline shape has a profile that has low resistance to motion in a fluid. An example of a streamlined shape is a teardrop profile. The gradually curved leading surface and the tapered tail reduces or eliminates flow separation on the lee side of the shape and reduces drag.

Prior to the advent of high speed trains, which have had considerable aerodynamic work performed on them, trains have historically fit into the class of aerodynamic shapes called bluff bodies. Bluff bodies are typically characterized by having sharp corners, blocky geometry and generally are the opposite of a streamlined profile. A principal phenomenon of this class of aerodynamic profiles is that sharp edges or steep angles along their profile create regions of separated flow which in turn become sources of vortex shedding [6–8] and the vortices induce pressure drag. Although there is a pressure component felt across the entire surface of the train, flow separation creates regions of low pressure which results in high pressure drag. The main strategy to reduce aerodynamic drag on ground vehicles is to eliminate or reduce the flow dynamics causing the high drag [9]. Pressure drag is typically the largest contributor to the total drag for bluff bodies.

There has been much learned in the areas of aerodynamics and aerospace through testing on airfoils and fuselage shaped bodies, yet direct application of that knowledge is less accurate when applied to ground based vehicles. The three-dimensionality of the flow and proximity to the ground make the flow dynamics of ground vehicles quite different when compared to other vehicles that are typically aerodynamically studied like rockets and aircraft [10]. Although the streamlining principles used on aircraft will be applicable to some extent, the profile of the train has limited options because the functionality of the train must be maintained. The interest in aerodynamics on ground vehicles has lead to many studies being performed on truck-trailer vehicles [11–15], which offer a closer comparison to trains then studies focused on aerospace applications.

The differences between truck/trailer combinations and trains make the quantitative comparison between results difficult. One obvious difference between trucks and trains is the overall length of each. This length greatly influences the flow dynamics surrounding these vehicle geometries. A unit train is a train that has all the same type railcars. An example of this is a coal train. Studies on these types of trains are most often performed because the variables can be controlled. The center most railcars are studied to isolate modifications and determine their influence on the aerodynamics. These center most cars are different from semitrailers in several different ways.
Semitrailers rear surface is directly exposed to the surrounding flow. The center railcars have gaps between the railcars before and aft. These gaps have different dynamics than the open trailing edge of semitrailers. Another difference is the surfaces these vehicles travel on. Truck and trailers travel on a relatively smooth interstate. Trains are restricted to tracks. This difference not only manifests itself in flow dynamics between the undercarriage and ground, but also between the vehicle and its surroundings. Semitrailers travel close to other vehicles which means they are influenced by other vehicles’ slipstreams. Trains travel through more tunnels which also presents different flow dynamics. Although this means that the drag is not distributed the same on the two vehicles, the studies for reducing drag on trucks have been reviewed and relevant methods have been applied in an effort to glean knowledge from studies already completed.

The design of railcars is based largely on structural requirements. This frequently leads to aerodynamic penalties because structural members are often left exposed to the air flow. For example, corrugated material is often used on railcars because it is inexpensive and resists bending. In the case of auto rack railcars, the roof is made with corrugated material with the corrugations aligned perpendicular to the direction of travel. Aerodynamically, the corrugated material appears like a rough plate and ultimately the air flow behaves like it is interacting with small, connected bluff bodies in series. The total drag will be the summation over the series of small bluff bodies [4]. By looking at the designs and materials like this, changes and modifications to the current railcar profile can be proposed and the drag on railcars can be reduced.

Studies have investigated many aspects of ground vehicle aerodynamics with the goal of reducing the aerodynamic drag [15–19]. In general, the studies break the vehicles into four basic areas, namely the front, nose or leading surface of the vehicle, the base or trailing surface, the roof and the undercarriage. These areas have received attention individually and in some cases collectively.

Starting with the leading surface of the vehicles, research has been done on both trucks and trains. Regarding truck/trailer combinations, often the studies focus on the gap and height change between the truck and trailer. One modification implements a series of fences on the leading surface of the trailer that conditions the flow and reduces drag. One study states this type of modification can provide a 16.6% drag reduction [15] and another claims a 21.3% drag reduction [16]. Although the nominal drag reduction values vary, the method of studying the leading surfaces of the vehicle
and modifying it to reduce drag has shown to be beneficial. In a study on intermodal transportation of semitrailers transported on flat well-type intermodal railcars, streamlining the shape of trailers by rounding the edges was observed to reduce the drag by as much as 20% [20]. Extrapolation of this research suggests that modifying the leading surface of the railcars and rounding the edges of the railcars will result in a drag reduction. This conclusion is further supported by a study that investigated the trailing section of an Ahmed model. An Ahmed model is a model where the back edge sloped down from the roof at some angle, similar to the way a rear window of a car slopes away from the roof. This study shows that by rounding the edge between the roof and the sloped tail, the flow separation region was reduced which resulted in a drag reduction [21].

Studies that worked on the trailing section of trucks/trailers proposed that by reducing the area of the trailing surface of the trailer may reduce the drag as much as 19% in an experimental study [22] and 15% in a Computational Fluid Dynamics model that employed flaps to reduce the area [23]. Although quantitatively these results do not correspond to train sets, qualitatively reducing the area of the trailing locomotive/railcar should reduce the drag. Reducing the trailing area and streamlining the trailing profile will not only reduce the drag, but also will decrease the slipstream behind the train. The slipstream becomes particularly important when the train is passing other trains or moving through a station. Large slipstream regions can cause damage to hardware or injure individuals standing close to the tracks. For this reason, a small slipstream is favorable and streamlining is one way to achieve it.

Trailing surface results, coupled with those from leading surface studies, are promising for trains. Train specific studies have proposed general streamlining of the leading and trailing locomotive/railcar [24–26]. One way to do this is to reduce the flat region on the leading and trailing locomotive/railcar and giving it a more wedge-like or bullet-like shape. A study that thoroughly reviewed this streamlining method determined that this indeed reduced the drag on a train, especially in the case of shorter trains [27]. An important point is that as the length of the train increases due to the addition of more railcars, the increased aerodynamic drag that is generated by the leading and trailing railcars becomes a smaller percentage of the overall drag. Furthermore, as the length of the train increases, the flow dynamics along the length of the train becomes more important to the aerodynamics and ultimately to the fuel consumption of the train.
Other research has focused on the area underneath the train [24, 28, 29]. This region exhibits complex flow dynamics due to the structural members, wheel assemblies and the interaction that occurs between the train and the ground. One study suggests that wheel assemblies, known as trucks, might be covered in order to reduce drag [28]. Another study suggests that the addition of bottom covers to the railcars will reduce the air resistance by as much as 50% [24]. This large reduction is surely dependent on the railcar being modified. Results for studies on trucks are more conservative with skirts that prevent the air from entering underneath the trailer yielding a drag reduction of 13% at a 0° yaw angle [30]. Another similar undercarriage study on trucks suggests that by adding full length side skirts, the drag reduction is nominally 9% [12]. Although the results for modifying underneath ground vehicles vary, the prospect of drag reduction by covering or modifying the region underneath the railcars is worth investigating.

Focused studies on differently shaped trains have yielded good results. This success has led to an investigation of how to apply these similar principles to auto rack style railcars. Some of these positive results come from simply changing loading practices. One study reviewed the practices of loading intermodal railcars. By developing an algorithm to place the intermodal containers so the gaps between railcars was minimized, the drag on the train could be reduced [31]. Although the loading practices of auto rack railcars is rather straight forward, research like the study cited does call the the gap between railcars into question and although not studied here, further research may yield positive results. Another study investigated coal carrying railcars, which are similar to gondola type railcars with a geometry similar to a rectangular box with an open top. This open top design leaves these railcars highly susceptible to aerodynamic drag generation, and when full of coal the load creates a very rough surface which also generates drag. Reducing the drag of these cars by covering them has been studied with positive results [18]. One particular study performed on gondola type cars suggested many types of covers, and the drag reduction ranged from a few percent for some covers to as much as 48.7% for a fully covered railcar [32]. As discussed earlier, the auto rack railcars have a corrugated roof with ridges which are a source of pressure drag. The studies cited above suggest covering a rough section with a smooth cover can reduce drag. Another study regarding coal cars involved streamlining the bottom of the car by changing the unloading mechanism to the more aerodynamic shape of bomb-bay doors. This modification gave 10-15% lower drag and emphasizes the importance of the structure underneath railcars [33]. Although the
coal carrying railcar is functionally and geometrically different from the auto rack railcars, the principles regarding the drag reduction of a smooth roof or cover and covering the undercarriage structure should hold for both railcar types. These types of modifications will be explored in this study.

1.2.2 Davis Equation

Resistive force opposes the tractive effort of the locomotive and must be overcome for the train to move. The ability to calculate the total resistive force of a train allows engineers and operators to make fuel conserving predictions about loading practices and modifications to the vehicle geometry. This is not a trivial calculation due to parameters involved. To calculate the total resistance of the train the mechanical friction, friction associated with interactions between the wheels and tracks and aerodynamic forces must be considered. The Davis Equation has been used by the railroad industry to approximate the resistance of a train traveling at a given speed [34]. The Davis Equation is a summation of resistive forces. A run-down test is a method used to determine these resistive forces on a full-size train and the Davis Equation is a quadratic approximation of such tests [35]. The most general form of the equation is Eqn. 1.1.

\[
R_t = A + B V + C V^2
\]  

(1.1)

where \( R_t \) is the resistive force, \( V \) is the total velocity and \( A, B \) and \( C \) are coefficients that consider different resistive components which will be further discussed. The units of Eqn. 1.1 are dependent on the version of the equation being used and shall be discussed further. The summary presented here of the development of the Davis equation is by no means all inclusive. Other versions and methods are described by Rochard and Schmid [35].

As seen in Eqn. 1.1, the first term on the right hand side of the equation is not a function of velocity. The static resistance phenomena that the \( A \) term traditionally includes are rolling and journal bearing resistances. The \( B \) term involves interactions between the wheels and the tracks. As a train travels, the trucks of the railcars undergo a side to side motions known as hunting. As the flanges on the wheels touch the rails, it causes the axles to move from one side extreme to the other. This motion is a large contributor to the resistance represented by second term in the Davis
Table 1.1: Empirical Values Used in the Classic Davis Equation (Eqn. 1.1)

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_t$</td>
<td>train resistance in $\frac{\text{lb}}{\text{ton}}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>$1.3 + \frac{29}{w}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>0.03 for locomotives or 0.045 for freight railcars in $\frac{\text{lbs hour}}{\text{ton mile}}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>$\frac{C_s A_c}{w N}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where:

- $w$: axle weight of locomotive/railcar in $\text{tons}$
- $N$: number of axles of vehicle of interest
- $A_c$: cross-sectional area of the locomotive/railcar ($\text{ft}^2$)
- $C_s$: streamlining coefficient
- $V$: velocity of the train ($\frac{\text{miles}}{\text{hour}}$)

Equation. Considering all factors, the $B$ term consists of the flange friction and impact, rolling resistance between the wheel and the rail and the flexing action of the rails under the weight of the train. This second term is a linear function of velocity. Finally, the last term is the aerodynamic term. The $CV^2$ is the representation of the aerodynamic drag on the locomotive/railcar, where $C$ accounts for the geometry of the train and properties of the air with which the train is interacting. Noting that the aerodynamic term is also a function of $V^2$, the total aerodynamic drag experienced by the train will increase rapidly as the train accelerates and becomes the largest fraction of the overall resistive force as the train travels at higher velocities.

The actual values for each of these coefficients have varied over the years due to improvements to locomotives and railcars. These improvements have caused the resistant forces to be reduced. In 1926, W.J. Davis proposed values for these coefficients, assuming that the train traveled on a straight, level track [36]. His empirical values are given in Table 1.1.

As noted in Table 1.1, the constant values that contribute to the $A$ term account first for a speed-independent rolling resistance of 1.3 lbs/ton and second for the bearing resistance that is a function of axle weight, $w$. This version of the Davis Equation assumes the bearing resistance to be $29/w$ (lbs/ton) [37]. The $B$ term, which largely considers the interaction between wheels and tracks, is 0.03 for locomotives or 0.045 for freight cars. The $C$ term is also given to be $C_s A_c / w N$, the aerodynamic term [36]. Recasting the Davis equation with the above values specific to freight
Table 1.2: Definition of Variables Used in the Association of American Railroads Version of the Davis Equation (Eqn. 1.3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( R_t )</td>
<td>rolling resistance of single locomotive/railcar in ( \text{lb/ton} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w )</td>
<td>axle weight of locomotive/railcar in ( \text{ton/axle} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho )</td>
<td>local air density ( (\text{slug/ft}^3) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_D A )</td>
<td>the drag area coefficient measured by the AAR in ( (\text{ft}^2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>number of axles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V )</td>
<td>Velocity of train in ( \text{ft/s} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

railcars gives

\[
R_t = 1.3 + \frac{29}{w} + 0.045 V + \frac{C_D A c}{w N} V^2. \tag{1.2}
\]

Equation 1.2 has become a foundational form of the Davis Equation. This equation has been manipulated by others to create a more precise method for calculating resistant forces.

Two versions of the Davis Equation have been published by large groups with much foundational work. One was published in 1988 by the Association of American Railroads (AAR) [38] and the other was published in 1990 by the Canadian National Railway Company (CN) [36]. Each of these versions of the Davis Equation have thoroughly developed approaches and experimental backing. These studies are supported by both large scale wind tunnel testing as well as full scale testing using roll down tests and dynamometer railcars. They will be discussed and compared to the data from this study.

The AAR version of the Davis Equation changed the coefficients to match data gathered from scaled model wind tunnel testing and full size train testing. The second component of the \( A \) term that includes the bearing resistance has previously been given as 29 lbs/axle, but more modern roller bearings have resistances of 16-18 lbs/axle and this value has been updated to reflect this improvement [36]. This AAR version neglects the \( B \) term of the Davis equation based on the assumption that for operation on high quality track this second term is generally very small [38]. With this term removed and the other terms redefined to match the data gathered by the AAR, the Davis equation becomes

\[
R_t = 1.3 + \frac{18}{w} + 0.5 \rho \frac{C_D A}{w N} V^2 \tag{1.3}
\]
Table 1.3: Definition of Variables Used in the Canadian National Version of the Davis Equation (Eqn. 1.4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_t$</td>
<td>rolling resistance of single locomotive/railcar in lbs/ton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Number of axles of vehicle of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W$</td>
<td>Total weight in tons of single locomotive or car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V$</td>
<td>Velocity of train in miles/hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{CN}$</td>
<td>CN streamlining coefficient for locomotive/railcar of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_c, CN$</td>
<td>cross-sectional area of the locomotive or railcar (ft$^2$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The speed-independent rolling resistance ($A$ term) of 1.3 lbs/ton was kept the same in the AAR version of the equation from Eqn. 1.2. It should be noted that this value can vary from 1.77 lbs/ton (empty car) to 2.13 lbs/ton (loaded car) without rail lubrication down to 0.7 lbs/ton to 0.8 lbs/ton with lubrication. Intermediate values are also possible, depending on trucks and track design. This updated information was presented in the the current version of the AAR publication Manual for Railway Engineering [36]. The coefficients that the AAR version of the Davis Equation (Eqn. 1.3) uses were determined and presented in the AAR Report R-685 [38]. For the auto rack style railcars the value of $C_D A$ is given as 39.6. If the density of the local air is available, enough information is known to utilize the AAR version of the Davis Equation to calculate the resistive force for an auto rack railcar. Equation 1.3 will be used to fully implement the results of this study.

The CN version of the Davis Equation was largely developed using dynamometer railcar tests. The coefficients for the foundational Davis Equation (Eqn. 1.2) have been adjusted to reflect the results of these tests. Note that the CN version includes the $B$ term in the Davis Equation. The information for the CN version of the Davis Equation is presented in the AAR publication Manual for Railway Engineering [36].

$$R_t = 1.5 + \frac{18 N}{W} + 0.045 V + \frac{C_{CN} A_c, CN}{10000 W} V^2 \quad (1.4)$$

The determined values for the aerodynamic term and cross sectional area for use with the CN formula (Eqn. 1.4) are presented in Table 1.4. From the data obtained in the CN study, the
Table 1.4: Values for $C_s$ in the Davis Equation Presented by Canadian National

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Equipment</th>
<th>$C_{CN}$</th>
<th>Cross-sectional Area ($A_{CN}$) in ft$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box Car</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal Gondola (loaded)</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal Gondola (empty)</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covered Hopper</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank Car</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Flat Car (without trailers)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Flat Car (with trailers)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading Freight Locomotive</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-level Auto Transporter (open)</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-level Auto Transporter (closed)</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

value in the $A$ term varied slightly, but maintained good agreement with the values that have been presented above.

It can be easily noted from the values in Table 1.4 that that drag term varies significantly depending on the geometry of the railcar of interest. For this particular study, the Multi-level Auto Transporter (closed) will be compared to data gathered during wind tunnel testing. With this data, the CN version is able to be used to calculate the resistive force. Both the AAR and CN analyses have assumed that the train is traveling on flat ground and straight track. It was also assumed there were no crosswinds, or in other words the yaw angle of the train is zero. The aerodynamic term of the equation must be determined experimentally or through computational fluid dynamic (CFD) software analysis. This study measures the drag coefficients of auto rack style railcars, and modifications made to them using wind tunnel testing. The wind tunnel tests mimic the same conditions stated above, namely zero yaw angle and travel on a flat straight track.

1.3 Contribution

The contribution of this research will be to determine the fuel conserved by reducing the aerodynamic drag on auto rack style railcars. To accomplish this, the aerodynamic drag on model railcars will be measured. The aerodynamic contribution will be quantified by determining an average drag coefficient for each railcar modification. These drag coefficients can then be used in a form of the Davis Equation to determine an expected total resistance. The form of the Davis Equation to be used will be discussed in detail later. With information regarding the tractive force
and fuel consumption of the locomotives of interest, the total resistive force from each modification can be used to determine the fuel consumption for the train set and the fuel conservation for a given modification.

1.4 Outline

The remainder of this thesis will explain the details of the experiments performed and present the results of the testing. The experimental methods used to collect the wind tunnel data will be explained in detail, along with a description of the models used. The modifications implemented on the models will be reviewed, and the results of the wind tunnel testing will be tabulated. Using these results, the Davis Equation will be utilized to calculate the resistive force regarding an auto rack unit train. The modifications and the validation of the Davis Equation used in this analysis will also be discussed. With knowledge of a selected locomotive, the fuel conserved by railcar modifications will be presented. Following this analysis, the results will be summarized and conclusions discussed.
CHAPTER 2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Wind Tunnel

Wind tunnels have been used to study the aerodynamics of ground vehicles for many years [39–43]. The study of train aerodynamics is no exception. Wind tunnels provide a controlled environment to perform tests. Data in this study was acquired using the large wind tunnel on the BYU campus. The test section of this wind tunnel has a height of 0.61 m, a width of 1.22 m and an overall length of nominally 5.1 m. Due to the size constraints of wind tunnels, scaled models are typically employed and the results extrapolated to full scaled scenarios. The accuracy of these comparisons vary. One study on railcars performed using 1/76, 1/40 and 1/20 scale models claimed that the difference in the drag parameters between scale models and full scale scenario can be as high as 30% [39]. Another study employing 1/10 scale models, compared results to the full scale railcars and determined the difference between the model drag parameters and the full scale to be less than 10% [40]. The disagreement of these studies regarding the amount of difference between full scale and model size testing is evidence that care must taken to compare and validate results before they can be directly applied to full scale operations.

The wind tunnel used in this study operates at nine discrete settings in both a high and low gear. This allows for 18 velocity settings. To limit the difference between full scale values and test data, only the top 7 speeds were used in this study. The air speed generated by the wind tunnel at these settings ranges nominally between 38 m/s and 52 m/s. From the velocity, the nondimensional Reynolds number can be calculated using Eqn. 2.1.

\[ Re = \frac{\rho VL}{\mu} \]  

Eqn. 2.1

The viscosity, \( \mu \), was determined by a second order polynomial curve fit to tabulated values as a function of temperature [44]. The characteristic length, \( L \), was taken to be the width of the
railcar or model under consideration. These velocities translate to a range of Reynolds numbers of approximately \(2.08 \times 10^5\) to \(2.85 \times 10^5\). The full scale Reynolds number has a nominal upper threshold of \(5.3 \times 10^6\) for auto-carrying railcars traveling at 75 mph. The closer the model Reynolds numbers match the full scale Reynolds railcars, the better the model testing will be expected to approximate the full scale case. A difference between full scale and model Reynolds numbers like this is not uncommon in aerodynamic testing and although this situation is not the ideal case, it can be overcome. This difference is certainly a concern regarding the applicability of the model values to the full scale case. The difference between speeds and scales does cause different flow dynamics especially at the leading edge [45]. A flow field surrounding the leading and trailing sections of a train do not necessarily behave the same at different scales. This is largely the reason why the locomotives and railcars at the front and back ends of the train will not be studied here. Although the difference in Reynolds numbers should be considered, the basis for the comparison between model testing and full scale application in this study is founded in the fact the the percent change of the the aerodynamic drag due to a given modification is expected to hold regardless of whether is it at a model or full scale. Also, comparison to full scale testing would help validate the wind tunnel analysis. Such a comparison of the wind tunnel data from this study will be achieved using the analyses done by the the Association of American Railroads and Canadian National, which used full scale testing to determine the drag parameters for selected railcars [36].

The measurements used in this study, along with force data, were acquired by a National Instruments data acquisition (Model: SCXI - 1000) system and then manipulated with the software package Labview. Commercial load cells were used during testing to measure the drag force. The auto-carrying railcars were attached to the simulated track using thin wire. Any effects from these wires are assumed to be negligible. The output from the load cells was read into Labview and saved.

The wind tunnel was instrumented with a thermocouple to measure air temperature and a pitot probe connected to a differential pressure transducer. The local atmospheric pressure was obtained from a weather station at the Brigham Young University campus. The temperature and local atmospheric pressure data were used to determine local air density, which was calculated using Eqn. (2.2).

\[
\rho = \frac{P}{R_i T} \tag{2.2}
\]
where the ideal gas constant, \( R \), used for air was 287.04 J/kg·K. The free stream velocity in the wind tunnel was calculated from

\[
V = \sqrt{\frac{2\Delta P}{\rho}}
\]  

(2.3)

where \( \Delta P = P_{\text{total}} - P_{\text{static}} \), the pressure difference between the total pressure, \( P_{\text{total}} \), and the static pressure, \( P_{\text{static}} \). This was measured by the pressure transducer connected to the pitot probe. The air density, \( \rho \), is the result obtained from Eqn. 2.2. Again, models for this study were tested at air velocities ranging from 38 m/s to 53 m/s.

The locomotive and railcar models used are G-scale models; 1:29 scaled replica models of their full-scale counterparts. All testing was done on a unit train. This means that all the railcars were of the same type. Care was taken to align the locomotives and railcars horizontally and vertically so they appeared as they would in normal operating conditions. The force measuring system was calibrated using a weight and pulley system for forces ranging between 0 N to 6.9 N. This calibration covered the range of forces that was measured during the tests. The calibration method will be discussed in detail later.

Two G-scale model locomotives and a single auto-carrying railcar were placed in front of the test railcar and a single auto-carrying railcars followed the test railcar to simulate actual operating conditions. Multiple locomotives at the either or both ends of a train are not uncommon in industry and the placement of similar railcars before and aft of the test railcar creates a simulated train where the measurements for the test railcar will represent the drag of railcars in the centermost region of the train. The railcars in the center region of the train were the focus of the study. To clarify, the auto-carrying railcar model was located directly behind the locomotives was a place-holder to condition the flow. The drag on this railcar was not measured. Following this railcar the instrumented test section of the track was installed. Following the test section, another auto-carrying railcar was placed in alignment with the others to serve as a place-holding trailing railcar. This setup is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. It should be noted that a simulated train bed was built and used in the auto-carrying railcar tests to allow space for the instrumentation and to aid in negating the boundary layer effects developing from the bottom of the wind tunnel.

All configurations were tested at least four times and the results were averaged. The force, temperature and velocity data were sampled at 1000 Hz and averaged over a 30 second interval.
for each wind tunnel speed tested. The atmospheric pressure was assumed to be constant during the course of any single test set. After all the data had been collected, the drag coefficient and Reynolds number were computed as defined in Eqns. 2.4 and 2.1.

$$C_d = \frac{2 F_d}{\rho V^2 A_c}$$

(2.4)

$F_d$ is the drag force measured on the auto-carrying railcar model and $A_c$ is the projected frontal area of the railcar model. Although the drag coefficient varies with velocity, for some regions of Reynolds numbers the drag coefficient can be nearly constant. If such a region exists across the Reynolds Numbers of interest, an average drag coefficient can also be calculated across that range of Reynolds numbers for the model configuration being tested. This provides a single drag coefficient value for each model configuration that can be compared against the results of other model configurations at the same experimental conditions. This can be done when the drag coefficient is independent of $Re$. From these averaged results, a percentage difference from the baseline model behavior can be determined.

### 2.1.1 Experimental Setup

The locomotive and railcar models were mounted to the track base as was discussed earlier and is shown in Fig. 2.1. The base allowed instrumentation to be fastened to the bottom of the wind tunnel and provided a mounting surface for the models. Aluminum channel was used to simulate a track. The aluminum channel was fitted with a foam insert to fill extra space. This reduced the distance between the model and the test track surface which better imitated the distance between full scale railcars and the track bed they travel on. This is shown in Fig. 2.2.
A first test apparatus was constructed using a single load cell (Interface MBP-5-19) aligned parallel to the direction of travel of the train. Due to limitations of the load cell, the designed test rig needed to support the vertical load of the models. This was accomplished by using vertical supports and ceramic bearings which carried the weight of the simulated track and models while still allowing the track to float freely in the horizontal direction. This design is shown in Fig. 2.3b. Another feature of this test rig was the wind shield that was included on the load cell mount to negate aerodynamic loading that may occur from the air entering the hollow middle section below the simulated track of the track base.
This setup was used and the data collected was considered acceptable as long as the calibration of the load cell remained consistent over the course of the entire test. There were tests when the zero point would not remain constant. This was attributed to the variability of the bearings. To remove any unpredictability, the test rig was calibrated before every test and verified following the test. If the difference between the calibration and the verification exceeded a threshold of nominally 2.5%, the dataset was discarded and the data was reacquired. This process was continued until a more robust test rig design was built and tested. The new test rig is shown in Fig. 2.4.

The new test rig employed different load cells (Transducer Techniques LSP-2) which were able to support the weight of the track and models. This allowed the bearings to be removed from the apparatus. The new test rig was subjected to the same calibration procedure as the first design and fluctuations in the zero point were not observed. The measured drag between the two test rigs was nominally identical, so the second test rig was used to complete acquisition of the data.

### 2.1.2 Experimental Procedure

Locomotive and railcar models were attached to the simulated track using small gauge wire. Great care was taken to ensure the models aligned horizontally and vertically, more especially at the gaps of the leading and trailing ends of the test model. A level was used to ensure that the roofs of the models aligned horizontally. The models were checked optically by the experimenter to ensure that they didn’t roll to one side or the other. If necessary, shims were added to ensure the models were as close to parallel as possible. The gap between the railcars was maintained at 3.97 cm (1.56 inches).

As discussed previously, the load cells were calibrated often to ensure the data was consistent. The calibration process consisted of subjecting the load cell to a series of known weights and measuring the resulting sensor voltage output. The resulting force-voltage data was fit to a linear curve with an average $R^2$ value of 0.99. This curve fit provided the constants used to scale output data during testing. Weights ranging from 0 g to 700 g in 100 g increments were used, and this range of weights exceeded the range that was measured during testing, ensuring the voltage output during testing was scaled accurately. Calibration was performed in both an increasing and decreasing manner to explore hysteresis. The calibration results revealed no hysteresis in the loading.
Figure 2.3: Schematic of the single load cell test rig.
Figure 2.4: Schematic of the multiple load cell test rig
After the test section was closed and the air velocity measurement was zeroed a test would begin. All seven wind tunnel speed settings were used in every test run, but the sequence was randomized to ensure the independent variable (i.e. the modification of the model) was unbiased. A random number generator was used to determine a number 1-7, which corresponded to the seven different speeds used in this study. The tests were initially done on each type of modification or configuration independently of others. The goal of this was to determine the influence of single independent variables on the aerodynamics of the railcar models. Testing was also done to measure a collective drag coefficient after optimal configurations were determined. Each modification was tested a minimum of four times. As stated before, all measurements were sampled at 1000 Hz for 30 seconds and the averaged data was saved. This allowed final averaging of a minimum of four independent tests to give final values for baseline and modified cases.

2.2 Uncertainty

Experimental uncertainty is a combination of systematic error and random error [46, 47]. The systematic error is introduced by the instruments used to take the measurements and their inability to measure the true value of a parameter. All instruments have some variability when measuring a parameter, which are manifest in the form of elemental errors like non-linearity, hysteresis, non-repeatability [47]. Using statistical methods, these error terms can be combined using the root-sum-squares or RSS method. For elemental errors, the RSS method is presented as Eqn. 2.5.

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_s &= \pm \sqrt{e_1^2 + e_2^2 + \ldots + e_K^2} \\
    &= \pm \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{K} e_k^2} \quad \text{for } k = 1, 2, \ldots, K
\end{align*}
\]

where \( u_s \) is the combined systematic uncertainty associated with the systematic error from an instrument, \( e_k \) are the elements of error and \( K \) is the number of elements.

The random error is introduced into an experiment in the form of data scatter. Random error caused by environment conditions, measurement procedure and techniques, and general repeatability of the experiment [47]. Although random error can be difficult to avoid, the influence it has
can be reduced by averaging over many data points and furthermore by acquiring multiple datasets for a given experimental case. The random error for a single dataset is accounted for by finding the random uncertainty, \( u_r \), which is the standard deviation of that dataset, \( \sigma_x \), and multiplied by the Student’s \( t \) score which is based on the degrees of freedom, \( v \) and the desired confidence level, \( c \). Typically, \( c \) is desired to be 95\% which is the case for this study [46]. This method is presented in Eqn. 2.6.

\[
    u_r = \pm t_{v,c} \sigma_x
\]

where

\[
    v = j - 1
\]

and \( j \) is the number of data points acquired in the dataset.

The RSS method can then be used to find a total uncertainty for a measurement, \( u_x \), by combining the \( u_s \) and \( u_r \) for that measurement. This is shown by Eqn. 2.8.

\[
    u_x = \pm \sqrt{u_s^2 + u_r^2}
\]

The goal of this study was to measure the drag coefficient for auto-carrying railcars. The drag coefficient can not be measured directly, as shown previously. The drag coefficient is calculated using Eqn. 2.4, however if Eqn. 2.3 is substituted into Eqn. 2.4 for \( V \), a simplified equation for \( C_d \) is obtained in terms of measurands that can be measured directly. This resulting equation for \( C_d \) is presented as Eqn. 2.9.

\[
    C_d = \frac{F_d \Delta P A_c}{\Delta P A_c}
\]

When the result of an equation has multiple measurands contributing to its calculation, determining the uncertainty of the result becomes more involved. The systematic uncertainty for each individual instrument needs to be calculated per Eqn. 2.5. The absolute sensitivity coefficient for each measurand must also be determined. The absolute sensitivity coefficient, \( \Theta_x \), is the partial derivative of the result, \( Z \), with respect to a given measurand \( x \), as shown by Eqn. 2.10.

\[
    \Theta_x = \frac{\partial Z}{\partial x}
\]
where $Z$ is the result which in this case is $C_d$ and $x$ represents each of the measurands used to calculate $Z$ which are $F_d$, $\Delta P$ and $A_c$ for this $C_d$.

The systematic measurand uncertainties can be combined into a single systematic uncertainty for the result using a method similar to the RSS method. This is accomplished using Eqn. 2.11. This equation is a simplified version which assumes no covariance between the measurands [46].

$$u_{s,Z} = \pm \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{S} (\Theta_x u_{s,x})^2} \text{ for } i = 1, 2, \ldots, S$$

(2.11)

where $S$ is the number of measurands needed to compute the result.

The random error for a result after acquisition of multiple datasets can be calculated by modifying Eqn. 2.6 to calculate the random error for multiple datasets instead of just a single collection of points. This is done by using $n$ number of datasets and calculating the mean, $\bar{x}$, for each. The standard deviation, $\sigma_{\bar{x}}$, of the means is also obtained. The random error for the result is then calculated using Eqn. 2.12.

$$u_{r,Z} = \pm t_{\nu,c} \frac{\sigma_{\bar{x}}}{\sqrt{n}}$$

(2.12)

where

$$\nu = n - 1$$

(2.13)

and the Student’s $t$ is again based on the degrees of freedom $\nu$ and the desired confidence level which was taken here to be 95%.

The total uncertainty, $u_Z$ of the result can now calculated modifying Eqn. 2.8 to calculate the random error of the result. This is done by substituting $u_{s,Z}$ in for $u_s$ and $u_{r,Z}$ for $u_r$. The equation then becomes Eqn. 2.14.

$$u_Z = \pm \sqrt{u_{s,Z}^2 + u_{r,Z}^2}$$

(2.14)

Applying this method to Eqn. 2.9 will yield a series of equations that can be used to determine the uncertainty for $C_d$. This is accomplished by first calculating the systematic uncertainties for the instruments used to acquire the measurements. These values are presented in Table 2.1. Using these values of $u_s$ and substituting Eqn. 2.10 for $\Theta_x$ into Eqn. 2.11 by taking the partial
Table 2.1: Systematic Uncertainty for Measurands Used to Calculate the Drag Coefficient, $C_d$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Parameter Measured</th>
<th>Systematic Uncertainty, $u_s$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Load Cell</td>
<td>$F_d$</td>
<td>$8.83 \times 10^{-3}$ N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure Transducer</td>
<td>$\Delta P$</td>
<td>$6.16$ Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calipers</td>
<td>$A_c$</td>
<td>$3.59 \times 10^{-6}$ m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Systematic Uncertainty Magnitudes for the Drag Coefficient, $C_d$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Theta_{x,x}$</th>
<th>Magnitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Theta_{F_c}$</td>
<td>$u_{s,F_c}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Theta_{\Delta P}$</td>
<td>$u_{s,\Delta P}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Theta_{A_c}$</td>
<td>$u_{s,A_c}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

derivatives of Eqn. 2.9 with respect to each measurand, Eqn. 2.11 becomes Eqn. 2.15 which can be used to calculate the systematic uncertainty, $u_{s,C_d}$, of $C_d$.

\[
u_{s,C_d} = \pm \sqrt{\left(\frac{\partial C_d}{\partial F_c} u_{s,F_c}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial C_d}{\partial \Delta P} u_{s,\Delta P}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial C_d}{\partial A_c} u_{s,A_c}\right)^2} \tag{2.15}\]

For each modification tested, multiple datasets were obtained. Each of these datasets yielded a mean $C_d$ value from raw data for each of the wind tunnel speeds utilized. These mean $C_d$ values were then averaged to produce an absolute mean $C_d$. The random error is the variation between the mean $C_d$ values of the datasets based on the absolute mean $C_d$ value, which is quantified by the random uncertainty, $u_{r,C_d}$, for each experimental case. Each railcar modification yielded seven standard deviations of the mean $C_d$ values, $\sigma_{C_{dn}}$, which corresponds to the seven wind tunnel speed settings used during testing. $\sigma_{C_{dn}}$ was then divided by the square root of the number of tests, $n$, completed for that modification which was a minimum of four. The appropriate Student’s $t$, based on $v$ and $c = 95\%$, was then multiplied to find the value of $u_{r,C_d}$. This method can be seen as the second term on the right-hand side of Eqn. 2.16.

\[
u_{C_d} = \pm \sqrt{u_{s,C_d}^2 + \left(t_{N-1,95\%} \frac{\sigma_{C_{dn}}}{\sqrt{n}}\right)^2} \tag{2.16}\]
An analysis of the terms in Eqn. 2.15 shows the pressure uncertainty to be the largest contributor to $u_{s, C_d}$, as shown in Table 2.2. This could have been reduced with a more accurate pressure transducer. However, an investigation of the difference between $u_{s, C_d}$, of which pressure uncertainty is only a part, and $u_{r, C_d}$ showed that the values were not only on the same order of magnitude, but $u_{r, C_d}$ was typically slightly higher than $u_{s, C_d}$. This comparison suggests that random error to be the largest contributor to the uncertainty and if more accurate results were desired, effort should be made to reduce the random error. This can be accomplished be taking more datasets. Ultimately, the uncertainty analysis showed that the uncertainty of many of $C_d$ values to be nominally $\pm 2.0\%$. This was considered acceptable for this study.

2.3 Models

The current manufacturing practices of railcars focus largely on the structural demands of the railcar. As a result, there are areas of the design that are completed without considering the railcar aerodynamics. This study on auto rack railcars focuses on three general areas, namely the roof, side panels and the chassis/under body region.

The standard profile of an auto carrying railcar has a corrugated roof, holed side panels and structural chassis region. For this study, all of the features, including those listed here, have been scaled down to 1:29 scale of the full size railcars. An image of a scaled model is shown in Fig. 2.5. The overall body dimensions of this model are nominally 94.6 cm long, 10.3 cm wide and 16.8 cm high. The distance from the bottom of the wheels to the top of the model is nominally 20 cm.

As noted earlier, the roof of auto carrying railcars is currently constructed using corrugated material, primarily for structural reasons. For the models, the grooves of the corrugated material are nominally 0.263 cm at the base, 0.216 cm wide at the top, and 0.082 cm deep. The nominal dimensions of the grooves are 0.274 cm at the root and 0.315 cm at the top. The roughness then is $\varepsilon/\ell = 8.68 \times 10^{-4}$ where $\varepsilon$ is the depth of the corrugation and $\ell$ is the length of a single model railcar. The corrugated material runs the entire length of the full size railcars with the corrugations being aligned transverse or normal to the direction of travel of the train. These corrugations significantly affect the flow by creating regions of separated flow which result in increased pressure drag on the railcar.
The pattern of the holes in the side panels is not defined and varies considerably across the industry. However, the side panel must have a void fraction of at least 5% to meet railroad industry standards. This void fraction was calculated using Eqn. 2.17.

\[
f_{\text{void}} = \frac{A_{\text{holes}}}{A_{\text{total}}} \times 100 \tag{2.17}
\]

where \( A_{\text{total}} \) is the total area of a single side panel without holes and \( A_{\text{holes}} \) is the total area of all of the holes in the side panel. This void space allows exhaust gases to escape while loading and unloading vehicles and also allow light to enter the railcars for the crews who load and unload vehicles. Although there is a requirement to maintain a 5% void space, a standard for the size, shape and orientation of the holes does not exist. There does seem to be some consistency throughout the patterns currently used in that most patterns use holes that are nominally 1.6 cm in diameter.

The underbody of the auto-carrying railcars is typically left completely uncovered. The trucks are mounted before and aft of the middle section. This middle section includes structural members that are aligned transverse to the direction of travel of the train. Other components underneath the auto-carrying railcars include but are not limited to air handling hoses and equipment for braking, electrical lines and other mechanical systems. Some of these systems are checked visually by crew members. This limits some of the possible modifications that could be made on the understructure of the railcars.
Roof

As noted earlier, the current roof structure of auto carrying railcars is made of corrugated material, typically a galvanized metal. The corrugations are aligned transverse to the direction of flow. To reduce the aerodynamic drag, changing or covering the corrugated section with a flat profile was expected to yield an aerodynamic drag reduction.

The baseline rough roof models that were tested in this study had a lip at both ends of the railcar with a of height 0.22 cm and a width of 0.81 cm, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6b. For this reason, the influence of this lip was studied and this lip was replicated on the smooth roof case (Fig. 2.6f). Figure 2.6c shows a case where the lip was removed from the smooth roof model. Testing was done on all three of these cases to measure the influence of both the smooth roof and the leading/trailing lip. The smooth roof profiles were made of painted wood sanded smooth, and attached to the model using magnetic strips. The entire roof section was removable for a more modular construction. This allowed for quick roof changes and a streamlined testing process.

Side Panels

The side panels for the auto carrying railcars vary considerably throughout the railroad industry. Although there is a requirement to maintain a 5% void space, a standard for the size, shape and orientation of the holes does not exist. There does seem to be some consistency throughout the patterns currently used in that many patterns use holes that are nominally 1.6 cm in diameter.

The existing hole patterns range widely. One pattern may evenly distribute the holes across the surface of the panel when another may group them. For this study, one such panel was chosen to serve as the baseline case and the general pattern is shown in Fig. 2.8a. The scaled holes are 0.055 cm diameter nominally, and correspond to the industry typical 1.6 cm after being scaled down to the scale of the models. The pattern was chosen because it is often observed on current full scale auto carrying railcars. This pattern is shown on the model railcar in Fig. 2.7c. The scaling of the panels did not yield themselves well to a normal machining processes. For this reason, the panels were created using a 1.5 mm thick acrylic that was cut using a laser cutting table. There were two widths of panels, here referred to as large panels and small panels. This width variation can be easily seen in Fig. 2.5. There are seven large panels and two small panels per side of the
Figure 2.6: Roof modifications for the auto-carrying railcars: (a) corrugated, (b) detail of the corrugated roof, (c) smooth roof without leading and trailing lip, (d) detail of the smooth roof without lips, (e) smooth roof with leading and trailing lip and (f) detail of the smooth roof with lips.
Figure 2.7: Side panel modifications for auto-carrying railcars: (a) ribbed without holes, (b) smooth without holes, (c) typical industry replica, (d) large holes, grouped pattern, (e) slots and (f) large holes, distributed pattern.
railcar model. These meant fourteen large panels and four small panels were created to form a full set of panel models for each modification tested. The detailed drawings of all manufactured panels are included in Appendix B. The panels were attached to the models using magnets.

From an aerodynamic viewpoint, smooth, flat plates that are aligned parallel to the flow direction are considered to be the optimal case. For this reason, smooth panels were also tested as an aerodynamic optimal. Although in industry smooth panels likely won’t be used due to the 5% void fraction regulation, this case establishes the ideal. There were two types of panels considered that were smooth and had no holes. The first of these is shown in Fig. 2.7a. This panel does not have any holes, but does have ridges that are nominally 0.072 cm high and run the length of the panels, parallel to the direction of the train. These ridges are representative of the corrugated material that is often used to build these side panels. These ridges are typically stamped into the material to add structural strength to the panel. This profile was tested in an effort to determine if the ridges were significant to the aerodynamics of the railcars. The second smooth panel tested was simply flat with no structure or texture, (Fig. 2.7b).

The holes are a prominent feature on the side panels. The holes allow the flow to enter and leave the railcars and in so doing increase the drag on the railcar. Therefore the size of the holes are considered a key parameter. For two sets of panels, the holes were increased to four times larger than the typical hole diameter. The scaled diameter of these holes is 0.22 cm. Increasing the hole diameter effectively reduces the number of holes needed to achieve the 5% void fraction. By reducing the number of holes needed, the pattern of the holes can be modified in such a way to localize the holes and create areas of localized smooth surface area which is uninterrupted by void space, i.e. the holes. This localization of smooth space is expected to result in a drag reduction for the railcar.

The holes were configured in two different orientations. One orientation was based on the idea that grouping the holes together will offer the largest drag reduction by increasing the overall amount of smooth space. This configuration is diagrammed in Fig. 2.8b. Auto carrying railcars are typically split into two or three levels. This motivated grouping the pattern as shown on the model railcar in Fig. 2.7d. The holes are aligned into two sections. The two groups of holes are intended to align with the upper and lower levels on the inside of the auto carrying railcars. The single rows aim to assist with gas ventilation.
The other orientation studied, which employed the larger holes, implemented a more distributed pattern. It is similar to the pattern chosen from industry, as diagrammed in Fig. 2.8d. The pattern needed to be adjusted to maintain the 5% void fraction with the larger holes, but effort was made to maintain the horizontal and vertical placement. This orientation can be seen on the model in Fig. 2.7f.

The last panel design tested attempted to maximize the amount of smooth space so the void space was enlarged and localized. This was done by using slots that run longitudinally with the direction of the train. Three slots were used. The geometry of the slot is shown on in Fig. 2.8c. They are spaced to provide light and ventilation for a three level auto carrying railcar. The 5% void fraction was maintained. The configuration is shown on the model in Fig. 2.7e.
Currently, the structure underneath the auto carrying railcars are left largely exposed to the ambient conditions, as shown in Fig. 2.9. The railcars have a truck assembly at either end with a series of truss-like cross members which run transverse to the direction of flow and span the center of the railcar. The baseline case left all of the structure underneath the railcar exposed. As previously mentioned, there are mechanical systems and air handling equipment underneath the railcars as shown in Fig. 2.9a. For the baseline cases, these were also left uncovered. To reduce the aerodynamic drag, the first modification covered the truss structure, shown in Fig. 2.9b. A fairing was also added at the front and rear of the train before the leading truck and aft of the trailing truck (Fig. 2.10b). This particular cover was designed to cover everything underneath the railcar including the air handling equipment. This design was used to establish the ideal case of all structure being covered underneath the railcar.

The next modifications to the chassis area of the railcars was designed to simply divert the flow around this section of the railcar. To do this, skirts were used to move the air around the lower section of the railcar. The first of these was to attach a skirt that would extend vertically from the...
base of the railcar down to just above the top of the tracks. The skirts ran horizontally the full length of the railcar without any large gaps or removed sections and tapered into the center of the railcar at the leading and trailing end. The modeled skirt is shown in Fig. 2.10c. The bottom of the skirts extended to within 0.25 cm of the top of the model track to simulate the height needed to avoid interference with other systems along the tracks. This height effectively reduced the ground clearance of the vehicle. One study suggests that by decreasing the ground clearance, when the undercarriage surface is rough, the aerodynamic drag will be reduced [48].

As was previously mentioned, the undercarriage is often inspected by railroad personnel. There are also optical and thermal sensors that have been implemented to detect wear of components and other issues. For this reason, as shown in Fig. 2.10c, there were holes cut in the full skirt panels to allow visibility to the bearings of the trucks. These holes were cut to a minimum size while assuming that all these sensors would be on straight track. This allows the holes to be a minimum width, with the height being slightly larger to accommodate the vertical travel of the railcar suspension.

The second skirt design is one that left the area around the trucks exposed, (Fig. 2.10d). This partial skirt configuration was introduced because the trucks may be more easily examined by crew members. Aside from the gap exposing the trucks, the partial length skirt was the same height and followed the same profile as the full skirt. When the skirts were attached, the structure underneath the railcar was open and exposed to the atmosphere. The full length bottom covers and the skirts were made of a flexible polystyrene material for the models.
Figure 2.10: Chassis covers for the auto-carrying railcars: (a) standard chassis, no cover, (b) chassis covered, (c) full length skirt and (d) partial skirt.
CHAPTER 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Testing Results

This chapter presents and discusses the results of the wind tunnel testing. Each of the modifications discussed in Chap. 2 have been tested in a wind tunnel to obtain an independent contribution to the overall drag of the railcar. The results will be presented in the following order: roof modification results, side panel modification results and chassis modification results. The results for each region will be analyzed and discussed. Following these results, the model design for composite testing will be discussed and results from composite testing presented.

Due to the construction of the scaled models, not all modifications could be tested on a single scaled model. During roof, side panel and chassis modification testing, two different baseline models were used depending on the region being studied. For roof and chassis modifications, a scaled model had been constructed using a solid core model body. This allowed a solid base to which the roof and chassis modifications could be fastened. The side panel tests were completed using a hollow scaled model. The hollow model allowed more realistic flow dynamics by allowing the air to pass in and out of the railcar through the holes in the side panels. The composite testing was done using a more detailed scaled model than the two already discussed. This composite model is explained in more detail later.

The data obtained from wind tunnel testing for each railcar modification was used to calculate the Reynolds number, Re and an accompanying drag coefficient, $C_d$ at each wind speed tested. The equations to calculate these are Eqn. 2.1 and Eqn. 2.4, respectively. These equations have been restated here for ease of reference. $C_d$ versus $Re$ values have been plotted for each modification tested. The values of $Re$ represent the speed and air conditions when a test was performed and the $C_d$ values represent the geometry and forces measured for the model.

$$Re = \frac{\rho VL}{\mu} \tag{2.1}$$
\[ C_d = \frac{2 F_d}{\rho V^2 A_c} \] (2.4)

For each region of testing, a baseline model was evaluated and all modifications were then compared to the baseline line model chosen for each respective region. For each scenario, the percent drag reduction from the baseline was quantified.

### 3.1.1 Results for Roof Modifications

Three roof cases were tested on the railcar models. The first of which was the baseline corrugated case, as shown in Fig. 2.6a. The other two roof cases tested were modifications to the baseline case. The first of which was a smooth roof with a lip on the leading and trailing edges and the second modification was a smooth roof without the lip on either end of the railcar. The models of these cases are presented in Fig. 2.6.

The measured drag coefficients, \( C_d \), for the roof cases are shown in Fig. 3.1 as a function of the Reynolds Number, \( Re \). The error bars have been included on this figure. They are representative of the uncertainty of the results from wind tunnel testing. In following figures, the error bars will be omitted to avoid excessive markings that make the figures difficult to read, however the uncertainty will be given with tabulated data. The results show significant changes of the aerodynamic drag between the models tested. The largest drag coefficients correspond to the corrugated roof. This was expected as a result of the corrugated material acting like a rough plate on top of the model, which increases drag as discussed earlier. The data also suggests that changing the corrugated roof to a smooth roof greatly reduces the drag on the auto-carrying railcars. Regardless of the leading and trailing lip being included or removed, changing from the corrugated roof to the smooth roof decreased the drag on the railcar models.

The figure also shows that for increasing \( Re \), the \( C_d \) curves for all roof cases exhibit very little variation with \( Re \). This characteristic of the \( C_d \) curves suggest that the \( C_d \) can be assumed constant over the range of \( Re \) tested. Under this assumption, an average drag coefficient can be calculated across the range of \( Re \). This average \( C_d \) can then be used to compare various railcar modifications to the baseline case.

The average \( C_d \) values for the roof cases are presented in Table 3.1. With all other variables controlled, these results reveal that compared to the baseline corrugated roof result, the smooth
Figure 3.1: $C_d$ as a function of $Re$ for a standard model with three different roofs: blue circle: corrugated roof (baseline), green triangle: smooth roof with leading and trailing lip and red square: smooth roof without leading and trailing lip.

A smooth roof with a lip on both the leading and trailing edges yields a drag reduction of nominally 13.6%. This large drag reduction is solely due to the change from the use of a corrugated material to a smooth roof material. This change from a corrugated to a smooth roof eliminates flow separation as a result of the corrugated material acting like bluff bodies in series and thereby eliminating the pressure drag associated with the separation.

The smooth roof model without the lip, when compared to the corrugated roof with a lip, yields a drag reduction of nominally 20.0%. The difference here suggests that the lips on the ends of the railcar are adding 6.4% drag to the railcar. This significant increase emphasizes the importance to remove or at least minimize the amount of structural members exposed to the flow around the railcar. These structural members protruding from the surface of the train often have sharp edges which encourage flow separation. When the flow separates from the body, the pressure drag increases which likewise increases the resistance on the train. Ultimately, any uncovered geometry which promotes flow separation is going to add turbulence to the flow and may promote flow separation from the surface of the railcar, which increases the drag on the railcar.
Table 3.1: Averaged Auto-carrying Railcar Roof Results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Type</th>
<th>Drag Coefficient</th>
<th>Percent Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrugated Roof (Baseline)</td>
<td>0.224 ± 2.0%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Roof without Lip</td>
<td>0.179 ± 4.7%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Roof with Lip</td>
<td>0.193 ± 1.9%</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2 Results for Side Panel Modifications

The investigation of the side panels was based around the hole pattern that is often observed in practice. This pattern replicated from the railroad industry served as the baseline model and the model with side panels with this pattern is shown in Fig. 2.7c. In total, six panel models were tested; the baseline industry replica panels and five modifications. Two of these modifications were smooth with no holes. Although these panels did not fulfill the requisite 5% void fraction, aerodynamic theory suggests that the minimal amount of drag will result from a smooth continuous plate. For this reason, these panels were tested to determine a theoretical best case scenario for drag reduction from side panels. The difference between the two smooth panels is that one panel had corrugation-like ridges running parallel to the direction of travel of the train (Fig. 2.7a) and the other was simply smooth (Fig. 2.7b). These ridges represent corrugations that appear on the full scale model and are tested to determine if they influence the drag on the railcar.

The three other side panel modifications are variants of the industry hole patterned panels. Two of these modifications employ holes that are four times larger than those on the baseline pattern. The first of these panels with larger holes attempts to group the holes together horizontally in an effort to increase the amount of surface area that is interrupted by void space. These side panels were shown in Fig. 2.7d. The other side panels with the larger holes follow a layout similar to the industry replica hole pattern. The horizontal placement of the holes emulates the same spacing as the baseline panels. The vertical placement of the holes on these panels are simply spaced evenly to achieve the 5% void fraction as shown in Fig. 2.7f. The last modification is the side panels with slots. The slots were oriented horizontally to create bands of uninterrupted smooth surface area along the sides of the railcar. These panels have been shown in Fig. 2.7e.

The wind tunnel results for the side panel modifications are shown in Fig. 3.2. The data from the baseline side panels yielded a high drag coefficient when compared to most of the other
Figure 3.2: $C_d$ as a function of $Re$ for a hollow model with different side panels: ● industry replica panels, ■ smooth panels, ▲ ribbed panel without holes, ■ panels with 4× larger venting holes in a grouped pattern, ▼ slotted panels and ▶ panels with 4× larger venting holes in a spaced pattern.

panels tested. This was expected as a result of the many holes causing numerous locations for flow separation to occur. Also, with the close proximity of the holes, little space is available for the flow to reattach before flow separation is probable to happen again due to another row of holes. Conversely, the smooth panel design, both with and without the ridges, gave the lowest drag coefficients tested. These results were expected due to the dynamics explained earlier, namely the absence of holes which cause flow separation. Although the results indicate that the smooth surface would be the most aerodynamically efficient, they do not meet the necessary 5% void fraction. This means the other modifications must be considered. The panels with slots produced a higher drag coefficient than that of the baseline panels. This result was counterintuitive. A drag reduction was expected from this panel modification. Explanation for this may lie in the orientation of the slots. Further investigation would be needed to validate this theory. The data for the panels with four times larger holes indicate that these panels achieved the largest drag reduction while still maintaining the 5% void fraction.
Table 3.2: Averaged Auto-carrying Railcar Side Panel Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Type</th>
<th>Drag Coefficient</th>
<th>Percent Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ribbed (No Holes)</td>
<td>0.190 ± 2.3%</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Panels</td>
<td>0.193 ± 2.0%</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry Replica</td>
<td>0.209 ± 2.8%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x Larger, Blocked</td>
<td>0.201 ± 1.2%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slotted</td>
<td>0.210 ± 1.4%</td>
<td>-0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x Larger, Spaced</td>
<td>0.198 ± 1.2%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To quantify the drag reduction, the previously discussed method of assuming $C_d$ to be constant for the range of tested $Re$ appears valid for the data and was implemented to acquire average $C_d$ values. These values are presented in Table 3.2. The data shows several important differences that will be discussed. The first of these is to note the drag increase of the slotted panels. Although the increase was within experimental uncertainty, the possibility that slotted panels could actually be causing a drag increase illustrates that simply increasing the amount of undistributed flow by increasing the smooth space on the side panels doesn’t necessarily guarantee a drag reduction will result.

The data also suggests that the ridges on the smooth panels have little influence on the drag of the railcar. The comparison between the smooth panels with ridges and the smooth panel without ridges is within the experimental uncertainty, however if the difference of the side panels is real, the ridges show slightly higher drag reduction. The difference may be attributed to the ridges assisting in directing the flow and thereby helping to reduce the drag slightly more than the plain smooth panels. The spacing and number of ridges may influence these results.

The side panels with holes that were four times larger than those on the baseline model are the most promising. The results show a modest drag reduction while still maintaining the 5% void fraction required by the industry standards. The panel that emulated the horizontal spacing of the industry replica pattern exhibited to larger drag reduction at nominally 5.1%. An explanation for the superior result, compared to the other panel that implemented these larger holes, may be explained by the hole spacing. By spacing the holes out, the flow is expected to have a chance to reattach to the surface of the railcar and in so doing minimizing the amount of drag induced by the necessary void space.
3.1.3 Results for Chassis Modifications

The chassis modification results are shown in Fig. 2.10. The baseline for testing chassis modifications is the same as used for the roof modification testing. The baseline left the chassis exposed to the atmosphere. By leaving the chassis exposed, the air will be expected to become highly turbulent as it passes through the trucks. As air passes around the structural members underneath the railcar, the flow will stagnate on the front side of the members and separate on the back side, causing regions of increased drag. The modifications involved covering the chassis region underneath the railcar and thus covering the areas where high drag behavior can develop. This was accomplished in two ways. The first of these methods was to add a covering plate to the bottom of the railcar to cover the structure that is typically left exposed to the air flow underneath the railcar. This covering ran the length of the railcar starting behind the leading set of trucks and stopping in front of the trailing set as shown in Fig. 2.9. This chassis cover also implements a V-fairing at either end of the railcar that starts at the coupler and extends outward to the edges of the railcar ending in front of the trucks. The intent of these V-fairings is to deflect the air around the trucks.

The other modifications employs a skirt to block air from entering the region underneath the railcar. The full length skirt runs the full length of the railcar. They start and end the same as the V-fairing used in the previous covering. Starting at the coupler on the leading end of the railcar, the skirt extends on either side of the railcar back to the trailing end of the railcar, terminating at the opposite coupler. Holes have been cut in this skirt over the bearings of the wheels to allow for inspection. The other skirt is identical to the full length skirt except in the region directly around the trucks. This region has been cut out of the skirts to allow for ease of inspection and maintenance to the trucks of the railcar.

Results from wind tunnel testing for the chassis covers are presented in Fig. 3.3. The data show that each of the modifications implemented resulted in a drag reduction compared to leaving the chassis exposed. The figure also suggests that the full length skirt and the partial skirt are nominally the same. Again, the $C_d$ is assumed to be constant for the range of $Re$ tested and average drag coefficients are calculated.

The average chassis cover results are presented in Table 3.3. The data shows that the influence of the structure underneath the railcar can be considerable. Simply covering the structure
underneath the railcar and adding a V-fairing reduced the drag by nominally 7.5%. This cover prevented the air from stagnating on the front and separating off the back of the structural members. This is a very favorable result when covering the entire region underneath the railcar is not an option. However, these results are for a case where all of the structure underneath the railcar was covered. If any of mechanical components are left uncovered out of the necessity for inspection and maintenance, this drag reduction would be expected to be less.

For the cases where the skirts are implemented, the drag reduction is considerable. By comparing the $C_d$ values, the observation regarding the results from full length skirt and the partial skirt being nominally the same appears to be valid. This outcome is helpful in proposing potential design changes because it shows that a less invasive design like the partial skirts may exhibit the same results as designs that are more difficult to implement. Although the result from the skirt testing yield a nominally 15% drag reduction, the execution of such a design is still difficult at the full scale level. Further iterations may be necessary to refine the model into a usable design.
Table 3.3: Averaged Auto-carrying Railcar Chassis Cover Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Type</th>
<th>Drag Coefficient</th>
<th>Percent Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Chassis</td>
<td>0.224 ± 2.0%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chassis Cover</td>
<td>0.207 ± 2.2%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Length Skirt</td>
<td>0.191 ± 4.8%</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial Skirt</td>
<td>0.191 ± 2.1%</td>
<td>14.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.4: Replica scaled model of the auto-carrying railcar.

3.2 Composite Model

Following single modification testing, the best modifications were chosen based on aero-dynamic drag reduction and the ability to apply them in industry. These modifications were tested collectively to determine an absolute drag reduction. Implementing multiple modifications would be expected to be additive. This means that each modification should increase the drag reduction by the percentage it would have if independently applied.

A new model was used for the collective study which is shown in Fig. 3.4. The new model was an updated version of the scaled models used previously and will be referred to as the replica model. The replica model focused largely on the undercarriage of the model and detailed attention was given to the components underneath the railcar. Connecting lines were included in the replica model as well as components that represent braking assemblies. Also, the corrugations on the roof extended to the either end of the model. The lips on the roof were also omitted. This better replicated the full scale railcars. The undercarriage differences can be seen by comparing Fig. 2.9a and Fig. 3.6a. The roof differences can be observed by reviewing Fig. 2.6 and comparing those images to Fig. 3.5.
For the roof and the side panels, the modification that showed the largest drag reduction during independent testing were implemented in the composite study. The modification selected for the chassis section used different criteria to determine which modification would be best to implement. The chassis section needs to be accessible to railroad workers. This area is normally checked visually by workers and there are many mechanical systems that require routine maintenance underneath the railcar. For this reason the skirts, which showed the largest drag reduction, were not employed in the composite test. Due to stated requirements, the full length undercarriage covers were favored.

The covers themselves were also modified to make the mechanical and pneumatic systems that are underneath the railcar more accessible. The previous studies on the undercarriage employed a modification that covered the entire section between the trucks as shown in Fig. 2.9b. The cover was changed to leave sections of the undercarriage exposed to allow accessibility to critical systems. These changes are shown in Fig. 3.6b. The chassis was also tested with and without the V-fairing before and aft of the center-most section of the railcar, similar to the one used in previous testing (shown in Fig. 2.10b). This was performed to see what influence this V-fairing had on the overall drag.

The roof had to be modified differently in this study because the smooth wooden roofs used in the previous tests did not fit on the new model. To create a roof with a similarly smooth surface, stiff paper and tape were used to create a smooth surface by covering the corrugated region. Two layers of paper were adhered and covered with tape to ensure a surface thick and rigid enough to simulate a solid surface. This covering is shown in Fig. 3.5b. Great care was taken to ensure that the tape was flat and smooth. All edges of the tape were aligned parallel to the direction of flow of the wind tunnel to ensure that any influence they might have on the drag was negligible.

The side panels implemented were those that had four times larger holes which were in a distributed pattern similar to the industry pattern used previously as the baseline. The replica model came from the model builder with panels that were not representative of anything tested thus far. The new panels, shown in Fig. 3.7a, had holes that were much larger than others that had been tested. The hole diameter of the replica models is 0.71 mm (0.028 inches). This hole diameter yielded a void fraction of 9.5% instead of the desired 5%. Testing this case created another modification that could be compared against the other data collected.
Figure 3.5: Roof modifications for the auto-carrying railcar replica model: (a) corrugated roof and (b) smooth roof.
3.2.1 Results for the Composite Model

The results of the composite tests are presented in Fig. 3.8. From these results, much can be determined about the nature of the interaction between the different modifications tested. Testing the different cases on the chassis cover revealed that the V-fairing increases the drag. Removing the V-fairing yielded a lower $C_d$ than when it was implemented. The difference in drag between the side panel variations was significant. From the data, it can be seen that the increased void fraction of the replica model side panels had a large effect on the drag on the model. This validated the behavior seen earlier with the smooth side panels, namely that minimizing the void fraction also minimizes the drag and conversely increasing the void fraction increases the drag.

The assumption of having constant $C_d$ over the $Re$ ranging again holds for the composite modification testing and the averaged data is presented in Table 3.4. The drag reductions for the composite cases are expectantly large. The first thing to note is that these comparisons are made against the replica model with 9.5% void fraction panels. This means the reductions will be higher
than if they were compared to the industry replica panels. Although this is not the ideal situation, much can still be learned from these cases.

The results from testing the smooth roof reflected the same drag reduction as presented previously. This suggests that changing the model didn’t have any affect on the drag reduction obtained when implementing a smooth roof modification. Comparing the 9.5% void fraction side panels to the modified 5% void fraction side panels yielded a nominally 30% drag reduction. This
Figure 3.8: $C_d$ as a function of $Re$ for a replica model with different composite modifications: ◀ baseline model with a corrugated roof, uncovered chassis and 9.5% void fraction side panels, ■ smooth roof, ▲ side panels with four times larger venting holes in a spaced pattern, ◼ side panels with four times larger venting holes in a spaced pattern and a smooth roof, ● side panels with 4× larger venting holes in a spaced pattern, smooth roof and full length bottom cover with V-fairing and ▼ side panels with four times larger venting holes in a spaced pattern, smooth roof and full length bottom cover without V-fairing.

A large difference is attributed to the increased surface area that is experiencing separated flow due to the increased void space.

As noted from Fig. 3.8 earlier, the V-fairing on the undercarriage of the railcar adversely affected the drag. Compared against the baseline case where no undercarriage covering was implemented, the addition of the bottom covering added nominally 3% drag reduction when implemented with the V-fairing. This reduction increased to 6% when the V-fairing was removed. Explanation for this may lie in the fact that by adding the V-fairing, the effective frontal area has been increased. Also, as the flow reaches the back of the V-fairing, the flow will separate and create a large region of pressure drag. Ultimately, this result illustrates that adding fairings and air diverters is not always the optimal solution when aerodynamics are concerned.
Table 3.4: Averaged Results for the Composite Model of the Auto-carrying Railcar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Type</th>
<th>Drag Coefficient</th>
<th>Percent Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.238 ± 1.4%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Roof</td>
<td>0.206 ± 2.5%</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side Panels</td>
<td>0.167 ± 3.9%</td>
<td>29.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side Panels and Smooth Roof</td>
<td>0.146 ± 2.3%</td>
<td>38.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom Cover with V-fairing, Side Panels and</td>
<td>0.138 ± 2.2%</td>
<td>42.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Roof</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom Cover without V-fairing, Side Panels</td>
<td>0.131 ± 3.5%</td>
<td>45.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Smooth Roof</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results suggest that the combining of modifications does not result in perfectly additive drag reduction percentages as previously thought. When the roof was the only modification implemented on the replica model, a drag reduction of nominally 13.5% was measured. This value agrees with the testing done during single modification implementation on other auto-carrying railcar models. However, when the smooth roof was added to the replica model which was already experiencing a drag reduction due to the implementation of modified side panels, only an additional 9.1% nominal drag reduction was seen due to the smooth roof implementation. Similar behavior was seen when the chassis covers were added. When a chassis cover with V-fairings was the only modification added to a baseline uncovered model a nominal 7.5% drag reduction was measured. When the chassis cover and V-fairings were added to a model which already has the side panels and roof modifications implemented, only an additional 3.1% nominal drag reduction is realized. Although the chassis cover on the replica model doesn’t perfectly replicate the cover used in individual modification testing in that it has been cut out to allow access to mechanical and pneumatic components, the results still differ by more that a factor of two. These results suggest that the regions may be negatively interfering with the drag reduction modifications in the other regions. This might account for the reduced drag reduction being realized in each region. Although this topic should be further investigated, no such efforts were attempted during this study.
CHAPTER 4. ENERGY ANALYSIS

4.1 Modified Davis Equation

As previously discussed, the Davis Equation is the accepted way of calculating the total resistance on a train. With the use of Davis Equation, the drag coefficients acquired from wind tunnel testing can be used to determine the total resistance expected on a full train. This is accomplished by summing all the non-negligible resistant force terms. The foundational form of the Davis Equation is Eqn. 1.2. Modifications to Eqn. 1.2 allow the resistive force to be calculated using modern, more accurate values for each respective coefficient. The terms of the Davis Equation, as presented in Eqn. 1.1, are $A$, $B$ and $C$. Each of these terms represent different resistive forces. This nomenclature will be used further in this chapter. The aerodynamic drag is represented by the $C$ term of the Davis Equation. The focus of this study was to reduce the aerodynamic drag on auto-carrying railcars. No effort was made to validate the coefficient values of the $A$ and $B$ terms. They are accepted to be the values given in the literature [36, 37].

The $A$ and $B$ terms of Eqn. 1.2 have been altered to reflect the improvements discussed previously in Chap. 1. Equation 2.4 was also substituted into the Davis Equation for the $C$ term. After these modifications, the Davis Equation becomes Eqn. 4.1a, which is used to calculate the resistive force of a single railcar. Similarly, Eqn. 4.1b is given for the resistance on a single locomotive. The results from these equations will be used to develop an equation to calculate the total resistance for the train.

\[
R_{t,r} = 1.3 + \frac{18}{w_r} + 0.045 V + \frac{0.5 \rho A_{c,r} C_{d,r}}{w_r N_r} \left( \frac{1}{1.4667} \right)^2 V^2 \tag{4.1a}
\]

\[
R_{t,l} = 1.3 + \frac{18}{w_l} + 0.030 V + \frac{0.5 \rho A_{c,l} C_{d,l}}{w_l N_l} \left( \frac{1}{1.4667} \right)^2 V^2 \tag{4.1b}
\]
where
\[ \begin{align*}
  w_r &= \frac{W_r}{N_r} \quad \text{and} \quad w_l = \frac{W_l}{N_l}
\end{align*} \]
for a single railcar or locomotive, respectively. Note that the velocity, \( V \) used in this form of the Davis Equation is taken in miles/hour. For this reason, a conversion factor appears in the \( C \) term of both equations to convert the between \( \text{ft/s} \) needed in the \( C \) term and \( \text{miles/hour} \) which are the given units of \( V \) (1/1.4667). In calculating the resistive force for a locomotive, the \( B \) coefficient has been changed from 0.045 to 0.03, as discussed in Chap 1. This change is reflected in Eqn. 4.1b. The drag coefficient (\( C_d \)) in the \( C \) term was also changed to reflect the forces on a locomotive. These forms of the Davis Equation are the basis for the energy analysis in this study. Equation 4.1a and Eqn. 4.1b give results in force per unit weight (lbs/ton) and only calculate the resistive force for a single railcar or locomotive, respectively. These equations will be use later to find the total resistance on a full train.

### 4.1.1 Term-wise Davis Equation Analysis

With the terms in the Davis Equation now defined, a term-wise analysis of the resistances represented by the Davis Equation for the auto-carrying railcars can be performed. Each term in the modified Davis Equation was calculated separately, namely \( A \), \( B \) and \( C \) with respective dependence on \( V \). This is done to better understand the influence of the different resistance terms, particularly how the aerodynamics influences the sum of the resistive forces on a railcar. The term-wise analysis is subject to the variation of several variables, therefore a simplified case will be outlined to isolate \( A \), \( B \) and \( C \).

Equation 4.1a was implemented using the values presented in Table 4.1. The drag coefficient, \( C_d \), used here was taken from the baseline model in the roof study (see Table 3.1). Although the analysis will vary if a different \( C_d \) were used, this analysis will offer a general approach to analyzing the terms of the Davis Equation. To simplify the analysis and observe the isolated influence of the \( A \), \( B \) and \( C \) terms, a constant density was assumed for this term-wise study. The velocity range was from 0 - 82 miles/hour.

As noted earlier, the \( A \) term is constant with respect to \( V \). The \( B \) term increases linearly as a function of \( V \) while the \( C \) term increases as a function of \( V^2 \). The \( A \), \( B \) and \( C \) terms were each
Table 4.1: Values for the General Variables Used in the Modified Davis Equation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Railcar Axles, $N_r$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>axles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight of a Railcar, $W_r$</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>tons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Density, $\rho$</td>
<td>0.00238</td>
<td>slugs/ft$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-sectional Area, $A_{c,r}$</td>
<td>157.2</td>
<td>ft$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drag Coefficient, $C_{d,r}$</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>nondimensional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

calculated individually and divided by the total calculated resistance. The results are presented in Fig. 4.1. The plot shows the contribution of each resistant term as it relates to the total resistance as a function of velocity, $V$. Note that this analysis includes the $B$ term.

As the velocity of the train increases, the fraction of the total force that each term contributes changes. When the train begins from rest, all resistance is a result of the $A$ term. The independence of the $A$ with respect to $V$ results in the influence of the $A$ term on the total resistance decreasing quickly as the train accelerates. When the train reaches approximately 30 miles/hour, the $A$ term is less than 50% of the total resistance. Trains traveling at speeds lower than 30 miles/hour will benefit greatly from modifications that reduce the $A$ term. Above 30 miles/hour the combination of $B$ and $C$ terms will begin to contribute the majority of the resistance.

It is difficult to specify a speed when one might suggest the $B$ and $C$ term becomes significant. As the train continues to accelerate, the influences of $B$ and $C$ continue to grow. The growth of both terms is continuous until approximately 47 miles/hour. At this point, dependence upon $V$ of each of these terms becomes apparent. $C$, as a function of $V^2$, increases much faster than the linear $B$ term and as a result the influence of $B$ peaks at approximately 47 miles/hour and then begins to decrease as the influence of $C$ continues to grow. Ultimately, $C$ will be the dominate term in the summation of resistance terms.

This analysis, in showing the contribution of each of these terms, illustrates the velocity ranges where modification may be most beneficial. However, it is important to note that these trend lines are variable. For example, as the drag coefficient changes dependent on modifications made to the profile of the train, the trend lines will shift. Even with this variability, this analysis fundamentally shows that modifications to the railcar, whether mechanical or aerodynamic in
Figure 4.1: Term-wise contribution of the Davis Equation for the baseline model: A term, B term and C term.

...nature, will affect the total resistance on the train based on which term in the Davis Equation the modification affects and the speed at which the train is traveling.

4.1.2 Davis Equation Validation

The Association of American Railroads (AAR) and the Canadian National Railroad Company (CN) models of the Davis Equation can be used to validate the modified form of the Davis Equation (Eqn. 4.1a). To reiterate the details that were presented in Chap. 1, the AAR form of the Davis Equation (Eq. 1.3) neglects the B term and the CN form (Eq. 1.4) retains the B term in the Davis Equation. These equations have been restated here for the convenience of the reader. In both the CN and AAR forms of the Davis Equation the A term is split into two parts. The values used in the speed-independent A term vary slightly between these two models. In the CN form of the Davis Equation the first part of the A term is 1.5 lbs/ton and the AAR gives it to be 1.3 lbs/ton [36]. Although this difference is a constant and offers only a slight variation it is necessary to consider
the variation when calculating the percent difference between the modified equation and the other forms of the Davis Equation. For this reason, in this comparative analysis this first term has been adjusted in the modified Davis Equation to reflect the value used in the model it is being compared against. The second part of the \( A \) term remains constant for all forms of the Davis Equation. The largest difference between the models compared here occurs in the aerodynamic, \( C \) term.

\[
R_t = 1.3 + \frac{18}{w} + \frac{0.5 \rho C_D A}{w N} V^2
\] (1.3)

\[
R_t = 1.5 + \frac{18 N}{W} + 0.045 V + \frac{C_{CN} A_{c,CN}}{10000 W} V^2
\] (1.4)

The general variable values used in Eq. 1.3 and Eq. 1.4 are those presented in Table 4.1. The values that are specific to each respective equation, namely those variables that appear in the aerodynamic \( C \) term, are given in Table 4.2. It should be noted that the cross-sectional area used in the modified form of the Davis Equation varies slightly from the CN model. Though the areas could have been set to the same value across all forms of the Davis Equation, the difference was maintained in this analysis so the drag terms were representative of the analyses actually presented in the literature [36].

The comparison between the modified, CN and AAR models of the Davis Equation are presented in Fig. 4.2. To reiterate, to compare these equations the modified form has been adjusted to emulate the assumptions and values that the CN and AAR models of the Davis Equation suggest, namely the neglection of the \( B \) term and the values in the first part of the \( A \) term.

Figure 4.2a shows the case when the modified form follows the same assumptions as the AAR model. The modified Davis Equation matches the AAR form quite well. Upon investigation, the two methods vary by nominally 1.8% over the velocity range 0 - 82 miles/hour. At the maximum value of 82 miles/hour the variation is 3.2%.
Figure 4.2: Comparison of the modified Davis Equation to the published analyses. (a) Comparison to the Association of American Railroads version of the Davis Equation and (b) comparison to the Canadian National Railway Company version of the Davis Equation.
The comparison between the modified Davis Equation and the CN model is presented in Fig. 4.2b and resulted in a larger difference. The average difference across the entire velocity range is 6.9% while a 12.4% difference was determined at 82 miles/hour. Although this difference is larger than the AAR comparison with the modified form, this difference is still acceptable. The difference in these analyses can be attributed to several factors. The cross-sectional area used in the modified form of the Davis Equation varied from the CN version. Furthermore, the actual railcars measured in these analyses are not perfectly identical. Overall profile is similar, but the drag coefficients in each study unsurprisingly varied. The general curves created by the data of the modified Davis Equation matched the trends of the AAR and CN forms when compared respectively. This suggests that the modified Davis Equation is a good approximation of the resistive force.

From this analysis, the difference between the AAR and CN forms of the Davis equation can also be noted. The major difference between these analyses is whether the $B$ term is neglected or retained in the equation. From Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2, the $B$ appears to contribute a significant resistance to the train. However, this study makes no effort to determine whether $B$ is negligible or otherwise, therefore both approaches will be used and the data presented during the energy analysis. By including the $B$ term the resulting total resistive force is expected to be a more conservative approximation. Furthermore, the inclusion of the $B$ term is anticipated to result in the studied $C$ term having a more modest influence on train resistance and thus a smaller influence on the overall fuel reduction.

### 4.2 Davis Equation Analysis

Ttractive force is a function of input torque, wheel diameter, tractive force coefficient and weight of the locomotive [49]. Knowledge about the tractive force of the locomotive is necessary for this method of making predictions about fuel conservation. The locomotive that is used in this study is the General Electric C44AC. The tractive force curve for a single GE C44AC is given in Fig. 4.3. This curve represents the amount of force that the locomotive is expected to output and has been plotted as a function of velocity. N1 - N8 represent the eight discrete notch settings on the throttle at which the locomotive is capable of running. A specific amount of fuel will be burned at each throttle setting. These values are given in Table 4.3.
The tractive force curve, knowledge of the fuel consumption at each setting and the results from the Davis Equation allow fuel consumption of a train to be approximated. The time spent at each throttle setting allows the fuel consumption to be determined for a specific train route. An example of these values is given in Table 4.3. These time values will vary depending on the needs of the train. Although the schedule and the terrain the train is traversing have large influences on these values, for the purpose of this study, these values will be assumed to be those values presented in Table 4.3. The method for determining the energy consumption of the train will be discussed later.

It has been assumed that the tractive curve will scale with the addition of locomotives, meaning having two locomotives will double the force output. This assumption allows different scenarios to be considered regarding the composition of a train. Before this can be done, the Davis Equation must be manipulated to calculate the resistive force for the entire train from known parameters.
To compare the railcar modifications tested in this study, clarification on the parameters used is necessary. To calculate the resistance of a single railcar (Eqn. 4.1a), the measured drag coefficients presented in Chap. 3 were used in the modified Davis Equation. Also, the density that was measured during testing was used. Other parameters used in Eqn. 4.1a are those specified in Table 4.1. The first coefficient in the \( A \) term was taken to be 1.3 lbs/ton. Equation 4.1b is used to calculate the resistance of a single locomotive. The parameters to do this are given in Table 4.4. The drag coefficient was determined through computational fluid dynamics software analysis by another research group at Brigham Young University. It was determined that a leading locomotive with five trailing railcars had a drag coefficient of 1.763. Through the author’s personal communication with the research group the drag coefficient on a single locomotive was determined to be 1.0 [50].

With the individual resistances of a single locomotive and single railcar calculated, it is necessary to develop an equation that will calculate the total resistance of the train. This is accomplished by taking the resistance of a single railcar and a single locomotive and multiplying each by the number and weight of the railcars and locomotives, respectively. Equation 4.3 shows this.

\[
R = N_l W_l R_{t,l} + N_r W_r R_{t,r}
\] (4.3)
Table 4.5: Values for the Variables Used in the Total Train Resistance Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Locomotives, $M_l$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>cars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Railcars, $M_r$</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>cars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight of a Locomotive, $W_l$</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>tons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight of a Railcar, $W_r$</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>tons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parameters used in Eqn. 4.3 are given in Table 4.5. Note that the weight, $W_l$ and $W_r$, of these vehicles has been restated for the convenience of the reader. Using these values will yield a total resistive force equation that is a function of velocity. It should be noted that the drag coefficient of the leading and trailing railcars have been assumed to be the same as a railcar in the center of the train. Although the drag on the leading and trailing railcar is higher than those in the center of the train, this assumption was made due to an absence of information available about the leading and trailing regions. This assumption is supported by the fact that the leading and trailing railcars, when compared to the length of the train, will add only a small amount more resistive force. Also, the $C_d$ for the locomotive was assumed constant regardless of the position of the locomotive in the train. This was done for similar reasons as the assumption involving leading and trailing railcars, namely a lack of information regarding these regions.

The resistive force and the tractive force can now be overlaid on the same plot as functions of velocity. An example of this is given in Fig. 4.4 where the tractive force plot has been scaled by a factor of two to represent the output of two locomotives. The resistive results from the modified Davis Equation have been plotted from 0 miles/hour to 82 miles/hour for the corrugated baseline, smooth roof with a leading and trailing lip and smooth roof without a leading and trailing lip cases. The restrictive nature of the discrete notch settings system on the throttle of the locomotive means that the locomotive can only be run at certain velocities under a given load. This made it necessary to assume that the velocity could be held constant. This constant velocity assumption is represented in Fig. 4.4 by vertical lines. These lines were taken at the intersections of the tractive force curves and the Davis Equation results for the baseline case. The intersection points of the Davis Equation results for the modified railcars and the constant velocity, vertical lines were then determined for each modified case. This method resulted in a force value at each intersection between the tractive
force curves for the eight notch setting for the baseline case and a force value for all the modified
railcar cases at each constant velocity result.

The above analysis results in a matrix of force values that can now be used to determine fuel
conservation. This is done by relating the amount of fuel used in the baseline case to a reduction
factor that is proportional to the reduced force needed by the train to maintain the constant speed.
It is necessary to calculate a ratio of the reduced force needed by a modified train to that of the
baseline train. This is done using Eqn. 4.4. The ratio of the forces is defined as $\alpha$.

$$\alpha_i = \frac{F_{i,\text{modified}}}{F_{i,\text{base}}} \quad \text{where } i = 1, 2, \ldots n$$

(4.4)

Note that this ratio is taken at each throttle setting such that $n = 8$.

The fuel consumption needs to be adjusted for the number of locomotives used in the
analysis. The total fuel consumed at a given throttle setting is simply the product of $h_{i,\text{single}}$, the fuel consumption of a single locomotive which is given in Table 4.3, and $M_l$, the number of
locomotives, as shown in Eq. 4.5.

$$h_{i,\text{base}} = h_{i,\text{single}} M_l \quad \text{where } i = 1, 2, \ldots n$$

(4.5)

This ratio $\alpha$ can now be used to determine the reduced fuel consumption of the modified train at
each throttle setting. This is done using Eqn. 4.6 where $h_{i,\text{base}}$ is the result of Eqn. 4.5.

$$h_{i,\text{reduced}} = \alpha_i h_{i,\text{base}} \quad \text{where } i = 1, 2, \ldots n$$

(4.6)

The value $h_{i,\text{reduced}}$ is the fuel that is expected to be burned at a given throttle setting for a
given modification. To find the percent fuel reduction, $\psi_{i,\text{reduced}}$, the fuel consumption array for
$n = 8$ can be compared to the baseline. Equation. 4.7 shows this approach.

$$\psi_{i,\text{reduced}} = \frac{h_{i,\text{base}} - h_{i,\text{reduced}}}{h_{i,\text{base}}} \quad \text{where } i = 1, 2, \ldots n$$

(4.7)

It is now possible to take the weighted average of these percent reduced fuel consumption
values to determine an overall average fuel reduction, $\overline{\psi}_{\text{reduced}}$, based on the time fraction, $t$ that
Figure 4.4: Tractive force curve for the locomotives and resistive force results of the corrugated and modified roof analyses, also showing vertical lines used when assuming constant velocity in the analysis (B Included). (a) Tractive and resistive force results and (b) tractive and resistive force results detail, zoomed in on the intersection point at the seventh and eighth throttle settings.
the train spends at each throttle notch setting. Again, the values for \( t \) used in this analysis are given in Table 4.3.

\[
\Psi_{\text{reduced}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \psi_{i,\text{reduced}} t_i
\]

The fuel consumption analysis is sensitive to the time fraction input. The fuel usage is nearly linear as the notch settings are increased, although the force that is generated at each setting does not increase linearly. Due to the nonlinearity of this relation the more time the train spends at higher throttle settings, the larger the average fuel reduction will be, however the total fuel usage will also be higher. This fuel reduction variation can be as high as a few percent depending on the railcar modification being studied.

### 4.3 Davis Equation Results

The analysis of the data was done in MATLAB. The MATLAB code written for this analysis is given in Appendix C. The code compares the AAR and CN models of the Davis Equation against the modified form. The data from wind tunnel testing is loaded from an Excel workbook and averaged. The analysis using the modified Davis Equation and the energy analysis is also performed.

As part of this study, the percent force reduction was also determined. It was calculated using a similar method to the fuel reduction calculation, namely by finding the percent force reduction, \( \Phi_{i,\text{reduced}} \), at each notch setting compared to the baseline case using Eqn. 4.9 and then calculating the weighted average force reduction, \( \Phi_{\text{reduced}} \), based on values of \( t \) using Eqn. 4.10.

\[
\Phi_{i,\text{reduced}} = \frac{F_{i,\text{base}} - F_{i,\text{modified}}}{F_{i,\text{base}}}
\]

where \( i = 1, 2, \ldots n \) (4.9)

\[
\Phi_{\text{reduced}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \Phi_{i,\text{reduced}} t_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} t_i}
\]

(4.10)

These force reduction values are presented with the results for the fuel reduction analysis. These values can be helpful in making design and maintenance decisions. Many designs for large equip-
Table 4.6: Force and Fuel Results for Auto-carrying Railcar Roof Modifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Type</th>
<th>CN</th>
<th>AAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Force Reduction, $\Phi_{\text{reduced}}$</td>
<td>Fuel Reduction, $\Psi_{\text{reduced}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrugated Roof (Baseline)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Roof without Lip</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Roof with Lip</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The force reduction values represent less force being exerted on parts like locomotive and railcar connectors, which suggests that the longevity of such parts may increase.

The fuel reduction values from this analysis have already been noted to be dependent on the time fraction values. The number and weight of locomotives and railcars will also influence this analysis. The correlation between drag reduction and fuel reduction has been shown to be increasingly significant as the speed of train increases. There are many different facets that must be investigated to ensure accuracy; for this reason analyses that relate any resistive element reduction to an overall fuel reduction are sparse. One study suggested that 20% of the drag reduction can be expected in fuel savings [33].

The energy analysis for the corrugated roof baseline model and modifications is given in Table 4.6. The difference between retaining the $B$ term and neglecting it resulted in quite different results. Including the $B$ term results in 5.7% of the fuel being conserved when the smooth roof without leading and trailing lips is implemented. Fuel conservation increases by nearly a factor of two resulting in 9.6% if the $B$ term is neglected. Referring to the drag coefficient comparison for these modifications in Table 3.1, the drag reduction was nominally 20.0% for the smooth roof without leading and trailing lips case. This means that including the $B$ term predicts that 28.5% of the drag reduction can be expected in fuel savings. Similarly, by neglecting the $B$ term 48.0% of the drag reduction could be anticipated in fuel savings. Including the $B$ term appears to agree better with the claim that 20% of the drag reduction will be converted to fuel savings suggested by the study that was cited earlier [33].
Table 4.7: Force and Fuel Results for Auto-carrying Railcar Side Panels Modifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Type</th>
<th>CN</th>
<th></th>
<th>AAR</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Force Reduction, $\Phi_{\text{reduced}}$</td>
<td>Fuel Reduction, $\Psi_{\text{reduced}}$</td>
<td>Total Force Reduction, $\Phi_{\text{reduced}}$</td>
<td>Fuel Reduction, $\Psi_{\text{reduced}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribbed (No Holes)</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Panels</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry Replica</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x Larger, Blocked</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slotted</td>
<td>-0.3%</td>
<td>-0.3%</td>
<td>-0.5%</td>
<td>-0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x Larger, Spaced</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results for the energy analysis for the side panel data is given in Table 4.7. Not surprisingly the fuel reduction percentages here are much less. This was expected due to the smaller drag reduction values presented in Table 3.2. While these values are smaller, the ability to implement these changes may also be easier. Although no return on investment or implementation analysis is done here, these are certainly topics that must be considered before implementing a design change.

Similar to the findings already presented, the results for the chassis modifications presented in Table 4.8 show that chassis modifications to auto-carrying railcars can have a positive influence on the fuel conservation of the train. Although this region of the railcar presents some larger challenges than other regions, largely because sections of the chassis need to be accessible, the large fuel reduction percentages suggests that working towards an aerodynamic solution could be beneficial.

In summary, the values presented have been based on values that vary from one train to the next. The time fraction values will depend on the route and needs of the train. The time values can have a significant effect on the fuel consumption values. If the train is operated mainly at the N1 throttle setting, aerodynamics will change the fuel consumption less than a percent or two even when multiple modifications are implemented. This result is not surprising considering the speed of the train is less than 8 miles/hour at N1 as seen in Fig. 4.4. However, as the speed of the train increases, higher throttle setting will be utilized, more fuel is expended and the aerodynamics will have a larger effect. For example if the train was run exclusively at the N8 throttle setting, the
Table 4.8: Force and Fuel Results for Auto-carrying Railcar Chassis Cover Modifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Type</th>
<th>CN</th>
<th>AAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Force</td>
<td>Fuel Reduction,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduction,</td>
<td>$\Phi_{\text{reduced}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Chassis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chassis Cover</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Length Skirt</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial Skirt</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fuel reduction percentage ($\Psi_{\text{reduced}}$) would increase by nominally 35% of these stated values if the $B$ term is included (CN method) or nominally 29% if the $B$ term is excluded from the analysis (AAR method). These increases represent a maximum $\Psi_{\text{reduced}}$ expected for a given modification, however it is important to note that this means the locomotives running at N8 will be at peak pulling capacity and burning a maximum amount of fuel.
CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Conclusions

The results presented in this study confirm that much can be done to reduce the drag on auto-carrying railcars. Three regions were studied, namely the roof, side panels and chassis. Selected designs were tested on a composite model to determine an overall drag reduction.

The results from the auto carrying railcar tests show changing or covering the roof with flat material reduces the drag on the railcar by nominally 14%. The data also highlights the importance of avoiding aerodynamically inefficient or uncovered structure to the roof. For example, the lip on the model added 6% drag to the railcar. This was further supported by an investigation of the chassis.

The data suggested that modification to the chassis region could have a larger influence on the drag then the roof region, although the ability to modify the roof is easier. The chassis region of an auto-carrying railcar is normally exposed to the atmosphere. The modifications in this study suggest that by covering this region, the drag on the railcar can be reduced. By adding skirts, the drag was reduced by nominally 15%, however this type of fairing presents some difficulties regarding implementation and maintenance on mechanical parts underneath the railcar. However, the partial skirts reduce the invasive nature of a full skirt and still show potential if the difficulty of inspection of the chassis could be overcome.

Alternatively, the chassis cover reduces these difficulties, but at an aerodynamic penalty. This cover only exhibited a nominally 8% drag reduction. Although the chassis cover does not perform to the same level as the skirts, it may be the first step to finding an better aerodynamic solution than simply leaving the chassis exposed.

The side panel results suggested that the current designs used in industry could be improved by considering the size, shape and pattern of the holes on the side panels of the railcar. The most favorable result achieved, while still maintaining 5% void fraction, was nominally 5.1% drag
reduction by the side panels which had larger holes and preserved a pattern similar to the industry layout. The results also suggested that the holes can be too large or poorly oriented and cause an increase in drag, as seen in the case when slots where implemented. The case with the slotted side panel that exhibits a higher drag coefficient than that of the baseline industry replica case indicates that simply increasing the smooth surface area does not necessarily ensure the drag will be reduced. Care must be taken regarding the diameter and the pattern of the holes.

The testing of the composite model suggested that the combining modifications on the roof, side panel and chassis regions are not completely additive and may negatively interfere with one another. Modifications gave higher drag reductions when implemented individually than when the same modification was implemented with other modifications. Although the modifications were not perfectly additive, with each added modification, a drag reduction was observed. In conclusion, combining modifications still results in a higher drag reduction than single modification implementation.

The energy analysis outlined a method that allows changes in total resistance due to changes of resistance terms to be converted into reductions in fuel consumption. This analysis also yielded expected fuel reductions for the modifications tested in this study. As a general rule, if the $B$ term from the Davis Equation is included in the analysis as done in the model presented by the Canadian National Railway Company, nominally 30% of the drag reduction can be expected in fuel reduction. If the $B$ term is neglected as proposed by the Association of American Railroads, nominally 50% of the drag reduction will be seen in fuel reduction. Ultimately, these percentages are sensitive to the time fractions spent at each throttle setting as well as the modifications being implemented. In short, these energy analysis methods should be applied on a case by case basis, yet these percentages represent an average reduction for the modifications tested in this study.

### 5.2 Future Work

There are still many options to be investigated regarding railcar aerodynamics and how to calculate energy usage of a train. The design modifications suggested in this study are in no way all inclusive. There are many ways to change or alter the aerodynamic profile of railcars. For example, hole size and pattern on the side panels could still be optimized. Although no design
with holes would be expected to exceed the smooth panel maximum of 9.2%, work can still be done to more closely approach this level of drag reduction.

The chassis cover can also be optimized. The mechanical and pneumatic components underneath the railcar will continue to pose design challenges, yet this study suggests even the simplest cover may yield an aerodynamic savings. Currently adding skirts to the railcars seem to be overly inconvenient, however when offering nominally 15% drag reduction the work of refining and testing a similar design may yield acceptable results.

The aerodynamic interaction between the three regions studied could also be better understood. The composite testing indicated smaller drag reductions for modifications when implemented with modifications in other regions than the independent modification testing proposed. Understanding the flow dynamics of how these regions are interacting may allow for designs that reduce this interaction. This would expectantly provide the larger drag reduction, similar to values seen during individual component testing.

There is also the question about the $B$ term in the Davis equation. If the $B$ term is included, nominally 30% of the drag reduction can be translated to fuel savings. If the $B$ term is in fact negligible, then nominally 50% of the drag reduction can be translated to fuel savings. The importance of the contribution of the dynamics represented by the $B$ term is a significant question to answer. Determining whether or not it can be neglected will help researchers identify which component of resistance is contributing the most and ultimately where to focus time and resources in an effort to reduce the resistance on the trains.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM NO.</th>
<th>PART NUMBER</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>QTY.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TestSetup - Base</td>
<td>Setup Base</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TestSetup - Tower - RT</td>
<td>Right Hand Support Tower</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TestSetup - Shaft</td>
<td>Shaft</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2337K807</td>
<td>Bearing</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Track - Track Test Section</td>
<td>Track Test Selection</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>91081A129</td>
<td>Washer 1/4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>91101A229</td>
<td>Lock Washer 1/4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>92240A542</td>
<td>Hex Bolt 1/4-20 x 1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>92240A537</td>
<td>Hex Bolt 1/4-20 x 1/2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>TestSetup - Sensor Mount Top</td>
<td>Sensor Top Mount</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>TestSetup - Sensor Mount Bottom ASSY</td>
<td>Bottom Mounting Bracket Assembly</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Interface MBP-5-19</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>92313A106</td>
<td>Set Screw 4-40 x 1/4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>96659A103</td>
<td>Washer #8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>91251A082</td>
<td>Socket Head Cap Screw 8-32 x 1 3/4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>90631A009</td>
<td>Nyloc 8-32</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>90630A110</td>
<td>Nyloc 1/4-20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>TestSetup - TrackAligner</td>
<td>Track Aligner</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>91251A112</td>
<td>Socket Head Cap Screw 4-40 x 0.625</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>TestSetup - Tower - LT</td>
<td>Left Hand Support Tower</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Spacer</td>
<td>Spacer</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure A.2: Test setup assembly page 2.
Figure A.3: Test setup assembly page 3.
Figure A.5: Base plate assembly for the test setup assembly.
Figure A.6: Right-hand tower for the test setup assembly.
Figure A.7: Left-hand tower for the test setup assembly.
Figure A.8: Shaft used to carry the bearings for the test setup assembly.
Figure A.9: Channel section used as the track for the test setup assembly.
Figure A.10: Top mount for the single load cell configuration of the test setup assembly.
Figure A.11: Track aligner for the test setup assembly.
Figure A.12: Spacer used on the shaft to position the bearing for the test setup assembly.
Figure A.13: Bottom mount weldment of the bottom mount for the test setup assembly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM NO.</th>
<th>PART NUMBER</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>QTY.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TestSetup - Sensor Mount Bottom</td>
<td>Sensor Bottom Mount</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TestSetup - Windscreen</td>
<td>Windscreen</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Description:

Bottom Mounting Bracket Assembly

Material: NONE

Scale: 1:2

Weight: 0.47

Sheet 1 of 1
Figure A.14: Bracket section of the bottom mount for the test setup assembly.
Figure A.15: Wind screen section of the bottom mount for the test setup assembly.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM NO.</th>
<th>PART NUMBER</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>QTY.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>BottomBracket</td>
<td>Bottom Bracket</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sensor2</td>
<td>Transducer Techniques</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TopBracket</td>
<td>Top Bracket</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>95263A158</td>
<td>3M-0.5 X 16 MM SHCS</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A.16: Single load cell assembly used in the multi load cell test setup.
Figure A.17: Double load cell assembly used in the multi load cell test setup.
Figure A.18: Bottom bracket for the multi load cell test setup.
Figure A.19: Top bracket for the multi load cell test setup.
Figure B.1: Large smooth side panels
Figure B.2: Small smooth side panels
Figure B.4: Large replica side panels page 2
Figure B.5: Small replica side panels page 1
Figure B.6: Small replica side panels page 2
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Figure B.7: Large slotted side panels
Figure B.8: Small slotted side panels
Figure B.9: Large spaced side panels with larger holes
Figure B.10: Small spaced side panels with larger holes
Figure B.11: Large grouped side panels with larger holes
Figure B.12: Small grouped side panels with larger holes
APPENDIX C. MATLAB ANALYSIS CODE

% Robert Condie
% Analysis for Master’s Research: Aerodynamic Improvements on Auto-Carrying Railcars

% This code calculates the Resistance Force as determined by the Davis Equation for different Railcar Modifications.

% This code analyzes wind tunnel data and plots the results.

% Changable Parameters are as follows:
% ANALYSIS (Line 136) will indicate whether the analysis follows the Canadian National Approximation or the Association of American Railroads
% PLOT (Line 692) will toggle whether the results will be plotted or not
% Nloc (Line 256) sets the number of locomotives that will be used in the analysis
% Nauto (Line 257) sets the number of railcars used in the analysis
% User needs to add modification names to output array

% Notes:
% Cover 0 is the corrugated roof = Data{1}
% Cover 1 is the smooth roof without a lip = Data{2}
% Cover 2 is the Belly Cover on the chassis = Data{3}
% Cover 3 is the smooth roof with a lip = Data{4}
% Cover 4 is the full length chassis skirt = Data{5}
% Cover 7 is the a replica of the current production side panels = Data{8}
% Cover 8 is the Smooth, no ribbed panels = Data{9}
% Cover 9 is the Light Corrugated Car with smooth ribbed panels = Data{10}
% Cover 10 is the 4x larger holes patterned panels aligned with the flow = Data{11}
% Cover 11 is the slotted side panels = Data{12}
% Cover 12 is the 4x larger vertically aligned holes side panels = Data{13}
% Cover 13 is the Replica Baseline = Data{14}
% Cover 14 is the Replica with belly cover, best tested side panels and smooth roof = Data{15}
% Cover 15 is the Replica with best side panels and smooth roof = Data{16}
% Cover 16 is the Replica with smooth top = Data{17}
% Cover 17 is the replica model with V-fairing and belly cover, best
% tested sides and smooth roof = Data{18}
% Cover 18 is the Replica with best sides only = Data{19}
% Cover 19 is the Replica with smooth top retest = Data{20}

format long g
clear all;
cle;
close all;

% Add graphics handling files
addpath('C:\Users\Rob\Dropbox\export_fig')

% Support files for graphics handling
addpath('C:\Users\Rob\Dropbox\xdpdfbin-win-3.03\xdpdfbin-win-3.03\bin64')

% Add function file that find the intersect of two lines
addpath('C:\Users\Rob\Dropbox\intersections')

tic

% Needed Constants
R = 287.04; % Ideal Gas Constant (J/kg*K)
Conv_v = 1.4666667; % Conversion mile/hour to ft/sec
Conv_rho = 0.001940320401227214; % Conversion metric to standard (kg/m^3 to slugs/ft^3)
Conv_f = 4.44822162; % Conversion Newtons to pounds
scale = 1/29; % G size Scaling factor

in2m = 0.0254; % Conversion inches to meters
in2ft = 1/12;

% This block reads in the wind tunnel data that has been collected in a spreadsheet
CarH = (6+(5/8)); % Car Height (in)
CarW = (4+(1/16)); % Car Width (in)
CarHmetric = CarH * in2m; % Car height (m) converting from inches to meters
CarWmetric = CarW * in2m; % Car width (m) converting from inches to meters
CarLmetric = CarL * in2m; % Car Length (m)
Area = CarHmetric * CarWmetric; % Area (m^2)

% Set Baseline Models
Base1 = 1;
Base2 = 8;
Base3 = 14;

Data = struct([]); % Structure that holds wind tunnel data
Davis = struct([]); % Structure that holds Davis Equation variables
Analysis = struct([]); % Structure that holds variables for fuel consumption analysis
DataOut = struct([]); % Structure that holds data that is written out to an xlsx file.
% Most of the DataOut is important outputs from the analysis

% Read in experimental wind tunnel data
% Data comes in from the third sheet
Tunnel = xlsread('Master_File_CompositeData.xlsx',3);

for i = 1:9
    TunnelData(:,i) = Tunnel(:,i);
end
% NumSet is the number of model configurations that have been tried
NumSet = max(TunnelData(:,5)) + 1;
TunnelData(:,1) = TunnelData(:,1) * (Conv_f); % Convert to Newtons from pounds

% Pull wind tunnel data into Matlab variables
for i = 1:NumSet
    k = 1;
    for j = 1:length(TunnelData(:,5))
        if (TunnelData(j,5) == i - 1)
            Data{i}.Drag(k,1) = TunnelData(j,1); % Drag Data (N)
            Data{i}.Velocity(k,1) = TunnelData(j,4); % Speed Data (m/s)
            Data{i}.Temperature(k,1) = TunnelData(j,3); % Temperature Data (K)
            Data{i}.Pressure(k,1) = TunnelData(j,6); % Pressure Data (Pa)
            Data{i}.Density(k,1) = TunnelData(j,6)/ (Conv_f*TunnelData(j,3)); % Density (kg/m^3)
            Data{i}.Viscosity(k,1) = -0.00000000001*TunnelData(j,3)^2 + 0.00000005*TunnelData(j,3) + 0.0000004;
            % Correlation for dynamic viscosity taken from Munson, et al. Text (kg/m*s)
            Data{i}.ReNumber(k,1) = (Data{i}.Density(k,1)*Data{i}.Velocity(k,1)*CarWmetric)/Data{i}.Viscosity(k,1); % Calculate Reynolds Number (rho*v*l)/mu
            Data{i}.Cd(k,1) = (2*Data{i}.Drag(k,1))/ (Data{i}.Density(k,1)*Area*Data{i}.Velocity(k,1)^2); % Calculate Cd (2*F)/(rho*A*V^2)
        end
        k = k + 1;
    end
for i = 1:NumSet
    Data{i}.MeanCd = mean(Data{i}.Cd(:,1)); % Calculate mean Cd for orientation
    Data{i}.MeanRe = mean(Data{i}.ReNumber(:,1)); % Calculate mean Re #
    if i == 6
        Data{6}.MeanCd = (Data{2}.MeanCd + Data{4}.MeanCd)/2;
        Data{6}.MeanRe = (Data{2}.MeanRe + Data{4}.MeanRe)/2;
    end
end
% Calculate percent reduction between corrugated roof and given orientation
end
for i = Base1:(Base2−1)
    Data{i}.PercentReduc = abs((Data{Base1}.MeanCd − Data{i}.MeanCd) / Data{Base1}.MeanCd) * 100;
end
for i = Base2:(Base3−1)
    Data{i}.PercentReduc = abs((Data{Base2}.MeanCd − Data{i}.MeanCd) / Data{Base2}.MeanCd) * 100;
end
for i = Base3:NumSet
    Data{i}.PercentReduc = abs((Data{Base3}.MeanCd − Data{i}.MeanCd) / Data{Base3}.MeanCd) * 100;
end

ANALYSIS = 1;
% ANALYSIS = 1 -> follow Canadian National (B term is used)
% ANALYSIS = 2 -> follow AAR (B term is assumed negligible)

% Read in TEvsV data
% This is the data specific to the locomotive
TracData = xlsread(’C44AC speed v TE chart_analysis’,’DATA’);
for i = 1:size(TracData,2)−1
    N(:,i) = TracData(:,i+1);
end
V = TracData(:,1); % Velocity (mph)
V_ft = V*Conv_v; % Change velocity from mph to ft/s

% Formulation from Canadian National Train Resistance
% Analysis for Multi-level Auto Transporter (Auto)
% R = 1.5 + 18*N/W + 0.045V + C_e*A*V^2/(10000*W)
% Note: B = 0.03 for locomotives and 0.045 for railcars

% Canadian National Variables
W_can = 73; % Weight per car (tons)
N_can = 4; % Number of axles per car
w_can = W_can/N_can; % Weigh per axle (tons/axle)
bdyn_can = 0.045; % Flange Friction Coefficient
Cd_can = 7.1; % Guessed Drag Coefficient
Area_can = 170; % Full Scale Cross-sectional area
RollResist_can = 1.5; % Rolling Resistance term (lbf/ton)
Bearing_can = 18; % Bearing Resistance (lbf/axle)

% Put values into Davis Equation Coefficients
A1_can = RollResist_can;
A2_can = (Bearing_can*N_can)/W_can;
B_can = bdyn_can;
C_can = Cd_can;
A_can = A1_can + A2_can;

for ii = 1:length(V)
    AA_can(ii) = A_can;
end

BB_can = B_can*V';
CC_can = ((C_can*Area_can)/(10000+W_can))*V'.^2;
RR_can = AA_can+BB_can+CC_can;

% Formula from Association of American Railroads
% R = 1.3 + 18/W + (Cav^2/MN)
% AAR Variables
W_aar = W_can; % Weight per car (tons)
N_aar = N_can; % Number of axles per car
w_aar = W_aar/N_aar; % Weight per axle (tons/axle)
CDa_aar = 39.6; % Drag Area
Area_aar = 157.2; % Full Scale Cross-sectional area
RollResist_aar = 1.3; % Rolling Resistance term (lbf/ton)
Bearing_aar = 18; % Bearing Resistance (lbf/axle)
rho_aar = .00238; % Density of air @ STP (slugs/ft^3)

% Put values into Davis Equation Coefficients
A1_aar = RollResist_aar;
A2_aar = (Bearing_aar)/w_aar;
A_aar = A1_aar + A2_aar;

for ii = 1:length(V)
    AA_aar(ii) = A_aar;
end

% CC_aar = ((.5*rho_aar*CDa_aar*Area_aar*Conv_v^2*V'.^2)/(w_aar*N_aar));
CC_aar = ((.5*rho_aar*CDa_aar)/(w_aar*N_aar))*V*ft.^2;
RR_aar = AA_aar+CC_aar;

% Experimental Data Approximation of the Davis Equation
% R = 1.3 + 18/w + BV + C*V^2/(wN)
% C = .5*rho*A*Cd^v^2
W_exp = W_can; % Weight per car (tons)
N_exp = 4; % Number of axles per car
w_exp = W_exp/N_exp; % Weight per axle (tons/axle)
bdyn_exp = 0.0306818174845041; % Flange Friction Coefficient
Cd_exp = Data{1}.MeanCd; % Drag Coefficient
Area_exp = 170; % Full Scale Cross-sectional area
RollResist_exp = 1.3; % Rolling Resistance term (lbf/ton)
Bearing_exp = 18; % Bearing Resistance (lbf/axle)
\texttt{rho\_exp = rho\_aar; \quad \% Density of air @ STP (slugs/ft^3)}

\texttt{\% Put values into Davis Equation Coefficients}
\texttt{A1\_exp = RollResist\_exp;}  
\texttt{A2\_exp = (Bearing\_exp/w\_exp);}  
\texttt{if ANALYSIS == 1}
\texttt{B\_exp = bdyn\_exp*Conv\_v; \% Approximates to the Canadian National equation}
\texttt{A\_exp = A1\_can + A2\_can;}  
\texttt{else}
\texttt{B\_exp = 0*Conv\_v; \% Approximates to the ARR Davis equation}
\texttt{A\_exp = A1\_exp + A2\_exp;}  
\texttt{end}
\texttt{C\_exp = (1/2)*rho\_exp*Area\_exp*Cd\_exp*Conv\_v^2;}  
\texttt{for ii = 1:length(V)}
\texttt{AA\_exp(ii) = A\_exp;}  
\texttt{end}
\texttt{BB\_exp = B\_exp*V';}
\texttt{CC\_exp = (C\_exp*V'.^2)/(w\_exp*N\_exp);}  
\texttt{RR\_exp = AA\_exp+BB\_exp+CC\_exp;}  
\texttt{\% Drag Coefficient Analysis}
\texttt{AreaFull = 170;}  
\texttt{\% Find C term for all Train Orientations}
\texttt{for i = 1:NumSet}
\texttt{Cd(i) = Data{i}.MeanCd;}  
\texttt{end}
\texttt{C = (1/2)*mean(TunnelData(:,6)./(R*TunnelData(:,3)))*Conv\_rho*AreaFull*Conv\_v^2.*Cd;}  
\texttt{for ii = 1:length(C)}
\texttt{CC(:,ii) = C(ii)*V.^2/(w\_exp*N\_exp);}  
\texttt{end}
\texttt{\%-------------------------------}
\texttt{\%}
\texttt{\% Using R = 1.3 + 18/w + BV + CvV^2/(wN) and the experimentally obtained}
\texttt{\% data, the following analysis looks at forces for an entire train set}
\texttt{\% Needed Train parameters}
\texttt{Nloc = 2; \quad \% Number of Locomotives}
\texttt{Nauto = 65; \quad \% Number of Autoflex cars}
\texttt{W\_loc = 220; \quad \% Weight of Locomotive (tons)}
\texttt{W\_auto = 73; \quad \% Weight of Autoflex cars (tons)}
AxleL = 6; % Number of axles on a locomotive
AxleA = 4; % Number of axles on an autoflex
hi_loc = (6)*(1/scale)*in2ft; % Height of Locomotive (in to ft)
wi_loc = (4)*(1/scale)*in2ft; % Width of Locomotive (in to ft)
hi_auto = CarH*(1/scale)*in2ft; % Height of Autoflex (in to ft)
wi_auto = CarW*(1/scale)*in2ft; % Width of Autoflex (in to ft)

% Calculated Parameters
a_loc = hi_loc*wi_loc; % Area of Locomotive (ft^2)
a_auto = hi_auto*wi_auto; % Area of Autoflex (ft^2)
gvw = W_loc*Nloc + Nauto*W_auto; % Gross Vehicle Weight (tons)
w_loc = W_loc/AxleL; % Locomotive Weight per axle (tons/axle)
w_auto = W_auto/AxleA; % Autoflex Weight per axle (tons/axle)

for i = 1:NumSet
    Davis{i}.CdL = 1; % Drag coefficient for locomotive
    Davis{i}.CdA = Data{i}.MeanCd; % Drag coefficient for cars
end

% Davis Equation Parameters
bL = 0.03/Conv_v; % Coefficient of moving friction -
% locomotives -> .03/1.46667
bC = 0.045/Conv_v; % Coefficient of moving friction - freight
% cars -> 0.045/1.46667
for i = 1:NumSet
    if ANALYSIS == 1
        Davis{i}.AL = RollResist_can + (Bearing_can*AxleL)/W_loc;
        Davis{i}.AA = RollResist_can + (Bearing_can*N_can)/W_can;
        Davis{i}.BL = bL*Conv_v; % Approximates to the Canadian National equation
    else
        Davis{i}.AL = RollResist_exp + Bearing_exp/w_loc;
        Davis{i}.AA = RollResist_exp + Bearing_exp/w_auto;
        Davis{i}.BL = 0*Conv_v; % Approximates to the ARR Davis equation
    end

    Davis{i}.AL = RollResist_exp + Bearing_exp/w_loc;
    Davis{i}.AA = RollResist_exp + Bearing_exp/w_auto;

    Davis{i}.CL = (1/2)*mean(Data{i}.Density)*Conv_rho*a_loc*Davis{i}.CdL*Conv_v^2;
    if ANALYSIS == 1
        Davis{i}.BA = bC*Conv_v; % Approximates to the Canadian National equation
    else
        Davis{i}.BA = 0*Conv_v; % Approximates to the ARR Davis equation
Davis\{i\}.CA = (1/2) * mean(Data\{i\}.Density) * Conv_rhoa * a_auto * Davis\{i\}.CdA * Conv_v^2;

Davis\{i\}.BLTotal = Davis\{i\}.BL * V;
Davis\{i\}.CLTotal = Davis\{i\}.CL * V^2 / (w_loc * AxleL);

Davis\{i\}.BATotal = Davis\{i\}.BA * V;
Davis\{i\}.CATotal = Davis\{i\}.CA * V^2 / (w_auto * AxleA);

for j = 1:length(V)
    Davis\{i\}.ALTotal(j,1) = Davis\{i\}.AL;
    Davis\{i\}.AATotal(j,1) = Davis\{i\}.AA;
end

for i = 1:NumSet
    Davis\{i\}.RL = Davis\{i\}.ALTotal + Davis\{i\}.BLTotal + Davis\{i\}.CLTotal;
    Davis\{i\}.RA = Davis\{i\}.AATotal + Davis\{i\}.BATotal + Davis\{i\}.CATotal;
    Davis\{i\}.RLlbs = (Davis\{i\}.RL * Nloc * W_loc);
    Davis\{i\}.RAlbs = (Davis\{i\}.RA * Nauto * W_auto);
end

Davis\{i\}.RTotallbs = Davis\{i\}.RLlbs + Davis\{i\}.RAlbs;

for i = 1:NumSet
    DataOut\{1\}.ALTotal(:,i) = Davis\{i\}.ALTotal;
    DataOut\{1\}.AATotal(:,i) = Davis\{i\}.AATotal;
    DataOut\{1\}.BLTotal(:,i) = Davis\{i\}.BLTotal;
    DataOut\{1\}.BATotal(:,i) = Davis\{i\}.BATotal;
    DataOut\{1\}.CLTotal(:,i) = Davis\{i\}.CLTotal;
    DataOut\{1\}.CATotal(:,i) = Davis\{i\}.CATotal;
    DataOut\{1\}.RL(:,i) = Davis\{i\}.RL; \% Total of the component parts
    DataOut\{1\}.RA(:,i) = Davis\{i\}.RA; \% Total of the component parts
    DataOut\{1\}.RLlbs(:,i) = Davis\{i\}.RLlbs;
    DataOut\{1\}.RAlbs(:,i) = Davis\{i\}.RAlbs;
    DataOut\{1\}.RTotallbs(:,i) = Davis\{i\}.RTotallbs;
end

Nana = N * Nloc;

fuel = xlsread('FuelConsumption.xlsx', 'DavisAnalysis');

\% ThrottleSet is the number of throttle settings (N1–N8)
ThrottleSet = length(fuel(1,:)) - 1;
% Number of Speed settings used in the wind tunnel
TunnelSet = 7;

% Read in the Simulated data for the corrugated case
DataOut{1}.SimulatedCorr = fuel(4,2:end); % Data provided from AAR Simulation
DataOut{1}.NormalFuelConsump = fuel(2,2:end)*Nloc;
DataOut{1}.TimePercent = fuel(3,2:end)/100;
Davis{6}.RTotallbs = (Davis{2}.RTotallbs+ Davis{4}.RTotallbs)/2; % Calculate the Average of the Smooth Roof cases

% Finding intersections
for i =1:ThrottleSet
    for j = Base1:(Base2−1)
        % Find the each orientation intersection with tractive curve
        [Data{j}.XIntercept(i),Data{j}.YIntercept(i)] = intersections(V,Nana(:,i),V,Davis{j}.RTotallbs);
    end
end

for i =1:ThrottleSet
    for j = Base2:(Base3−1)
        % Find the each orientation intersection with tractive curve
        [Data{j}.XIntercept(i),Data{j}.YIntercept(i)] = intersections(V,Nana(:,i),V,Davis{j}.RTotallbs);
    end
end

for i =1:ThrottleSet
    for j = Base3:NumSet
        % Find the each orientation intersection with tractive curve
        [Data{j}.XIntercept(i),Data{j}.YIntercept(i)] = intersections(V,Nana(:,i),V,Davis{j}.RTotallbs);
    end
end

for i = 1:ThrottleSet
    for j=1:10
        % Create the vertical line arrays at the corrugated case intersect
        Analysis{i}.V_Corr1(j) = Data{Base1}.XIntercept(i);
        Analysis{i}.VerticalLine1(j) = j*5500;
    end
end

for i = 1:ThrottleSet
    for j=1:10
        % Create the vertical line arrays at the corrugated case intersect
        Analysis{i}.V_Corr2(j) = Data{Base2}.XIntercept(i);
        Analysis{i}.VerticalLine2(j) = j*5500;
    end
end
end
for i = 1:ThrottleSet
  for j=1:10
    % Create the vertical line arrays at the corrugated case intersect
    Analysis{i}.V_Corr3(j) = Data{Base3}.XIntercept(i);
    Analysis{i}.VerticalLine3(j) = j*5500;
  end
end

% Find the intersections of all the Orientation sets with the corrugated case
for i = 1:ThrottleSet
  for j = Base1:(Base2-1)
    [Data{j}.XBaseInt(i), Data{j}.YBaseInt(i)] = intersections (Analysis{i}.V_Corr1, Analysis{i}
    .VerticalLine1, V, Davis{j}.RTotallbs);
  end
end
for i = 1:ThrottleSet
  for j = Base2:(Base3-1)
    [Data{j}.XBaseInt(i), Data{j}.YBaseInt(i)] = intersections (Analysis{i}.V_Corr2, Analysis{i}
    .VerticalLine2, V, Davis{j}.RTotallbs);
  end
end
for i = 1:ThrottleSet
  for j = Base3:NumSet
    [Data{j}.XBaseInt(i), Data{j}.YBaseInt(i)] = intersections (Analysis{i}.V_Corr3, Analysis{i}
    .VerticalLine3, V, Davis{j}.RTotallbs);
  end
end

%%% PerFuel = fuel(3,:)/100;
% Calculate the Fraction Force Reduction at each car configuration
for i = 1:ThrottleSet
  for j = 1:NumSet
    Data{j}.FN(i) = Data{j}.YBaseInt(i)*PerFuel(i+1);
  end
end
DataOut{1}.Nsum = sum(DataOut{1}.TimePercent);
for i = Base1:(Base2-1)
  Data{i}.FNsum = sum(Data{i}.FN);
  Data{i}.FBar = Data{i}.FNsum/DataOut{1}.Nsum;
  Data{i}.ForceReduce = ((Data{Base1}.FBar–Data{i}.FBar)/Data{Base1}.FBar);
  Data{i}.AvgPercentForceReduce = ((Data{Base1}.FBar–Data{i}.FBar)/Data{Base1}.FBar)*100;
  Data{i}.PercentForceReduce = abs(Data{Base1}.YBaseInt–Data{i}.YBaseInt)/Data{Base1}.YBaseInt;
end
for i = Base2:(Base3 – 1)
    Data{i}.FNsum = sum(Data{i}.FN);
    Data{i}.FBar = Data{i}.FNsum/DataOut{1}.Nsum;
    Data{i}.ForceReduce = ((Data{Base2}.FBar–Data{i}.FBar)/Data{Base2}.FBar);
    Data{i}.AvgPercentForceReduce = ((Data{Base2}.FBar–Data{i}.FBar)/Data{Base2}.FBar)*100;
    Data{i}.PercentForceReduce = abs(Data{Base2}.YBaseInt–Data{i}.YBaseInt)./Data{Base2}.YBaseInt
end

for i = Base3:NumSet
    Data{i}.FNsum = sum(Data{i}.FN);
    Data{i}.FBar = Data{i}.FNsum/DataOut{1}.Nsum;
    Data{i}.ForceReduce = ((Data{Base3}.FBar–Data{i}.FBar)/Data{Base3}.FBar);
    Data{i}.AvgPercentForceReduce = ((Data{Base3}.FBar–Data{i}.FBar)/Data{Base3}.FBar)*100;
    Data{i}.PercentForceReduce = abs(Data{Base3}.YBaseInt–Data{i}.YBaseInt)./Data{Base3}.YBaseInt
end

%=================================

% Error Between the AAR Simulation Data and my Davis Equation
for i = 1:ThrottleSet
    DataOut{1}.SimDiff(i) = (abs(DataOut{1}.SimulatedCorr(i)–Data{1}.XIntercept(i)))/Data{1}.XIntercept(i)*100;
end

AvgSimDiff = mean(DataOut{1}.SimDiff(1:2:end)); % Note the difference of N2 isn’t great. If only N3–N8 are considered the average improves by almost 0.6 %.

% Calculate the Percent Fuel Reduction
% The term–wise (N1–N8) force reduction is calculated above.
% Term–wise Ratio
for i = Base1:(Base2 – 1)
    Data{i}.Ratio = Data{i}.FN./Data{Base1}.FN;
    Data{i}.ReducedForce = Data{Base1}.YBaseInt.*Data{i}.Ratio;
    Data{i}.ReducedFuelConsump = DataOut{1}.NormalFuelConsump.*Data{i}.Ratio;
    Data{i}.PercentFuelReduce = abs(DataOut{1}.NormalFuelConsump – Data{i}.ReducedFuelConsump)./DataOut{1}.NormalFuelConsump;
    Data{i}.AvgFuelTopSum = sum(DataOut{1}.TimePercent.*Data{i}.PercentFuelReduce);
end
for i = Base2:(Base3 – 1)
    Data{i}.Ratio = Data{i}.FN./Data{Base2}.FN;
    Data{i}.ReducedForce = Data{Base2}.YBaseInt.*Data{i}.Ratio;
    Data{i}.ReducedFuelConsump = DataOut{1}.NormalFuelConsump.*Data{i}.Ratio;
    Data{i}.PercentFuelReduce = abs(DataOut{1}.NormalFuelConsump – Data{i}.ReducedFuelConsump)./DataOut{1}.NormalFuelConsump;
    Data{i}.PercentFuelReduce = abs(DataOut{1}.NormalFuelConsump – Data{i}.ReducedFuelConsump);
\[
\text{Data}_{i}. \text{AvgFuelTopSum} = \text{sum}(\text{DataOut}_1. \text{TimePercent} . \ast \text{Data}_{i}. \text{PercentFuelReduce}) ;
\]
for \(i = \text{Base3: NumSet}\)
\[
\text{Data}_{i}. \text{Ratio} = \text{Data}_{i}. \text{FN} . \text{FN} ;
\]
\[
\text{Data}_{i}. \text{ReducedForce} = \text{Data}_3. \text{YBaseInt} . \text{Ratio} ;
\]
\[
\text{Data}_{i}. \text{ReducedFuelConsump} = \text{DataOut}_1. \text{NormalFuelConsump} . \ast \text{Data}_{i}. \text{Ratio} ;
\]
\[
\text{Data}_{i}. \text{PercentFuelReduce} = \text{abs}(\text{DataOut}_1. \text{NormalFuelConsump} \ast \text{Data}_{i}. \text{ReducedFuelConsump}) . \text{sum}(\text{DataOut}_1. \text{TimePercent} \ast \text{Data}_{i}. \text{PercentFuelReduce}) ;
\]
end
for \(i = \text{Base1: (Base2-1)}\)
\[
\text{DataOut}_1. \text{AvgPercentFuelReduce}_i = (((\text{Data}_{i}. \text{AvgFuelTopSum}) \ast \text{DataOut}_1. \text{Nsum}) \ast 100) ;
\]
end
for \(i = \text{Base2: (Base3-1)}\)
\[
\text{DataOut}_1. \text{AvgPercentFuelReduce}_i = (((\text{Data}_{i}. \text{AvgFuelTopSum}) \ast \text{DataOut}_1. \text{Nsum}) \ast 100) ;
\]
end
for \(i = \text{Base3: NumSet}\)
\[
\text{DataOut}_1. \text{AvgPercentFuelReduce}_i = (((\text{Data}_{i}. \text{AvgFuelTopSum}) \ast \text{DataOut}_1. \text{Nsum}) \ast 100) ;
\]
end

\%\%
\%W r i t e d a t a t o a f i l e
DataOut_1. ColNames = {'N1', 'N2', 'N3', 'N4', 'N5', 'N6', 'N7', 'N8'};
DataOut_1. RowNames = {'Corrugated Roof'; 'Smooth w/o lip'; 'Belly Cover'; 'Smooth w/ lip'; 'Full Skirt'; 'Average Smooth'; 'Partial Skirt'; 'Light Hole Pattern'; 'Light Smooth'; 'Light Corrugated'; '4x Larger Holes'; 'Slotted'; '4x Vertical'; 'Replica Baseline'; 'Replica B/S/T'; 'Replica S/T'; 'Replica T'; 'Replica VFairing/B/S/T'; 'Replica S'; 'Replica Top Retest'};
for \(i = 1: \text{NumSet}\)
\[
\text{DataOut}_1. \text{XIntercept}(i,:): = \text{Data}_{i}. \text{XIntercept} ;
\]
\[
\text{DataOut}_1. \text{YIntercept}(i,:): = \text{Data}_{i}. \text{YIntercept} ;
\]
\[
\text{DataOut}_1. \text{XBaseInt}(i,:): = \text{Data}_{i}. \text{XBaseInt} ;
\]
\[
\text{DataOut}_1. \text{YBaseInt}(i,:): = \text{Data}_{i}. \text{YBaseInt} ;
\]
\[
\text{DataOut}_1. \text{ReducedFuelConsump}(i,:): = \text{Data}_{i}. \text{ReducedFuelConsump} ;
\]
\[
\text{DataOut}_1. \text{AvgDragCoeffReduction}(i): = \text{Data}_{i}. \text{PercentReduce} ;
\]
\[
\text{DataOut}_1. \text{MeanCd}(i): = \text{Data}_{i}. \text{MeanCd} ;
\]
end
for \(i = 1: \text{NumSet}\)
\[
\text{DataOut}_1. \text{AvgPercentForceReduce}(i): = \text{Data}_{i}. \text{AvgPercentForceReduce} ;
\]
end

\% This block of code calculates the average Data
\% Uncertainty Analysis
\% Systematic Error Terms
usP = 135; \% Pa
usF1 = .00801911; \% kg
usF3 = .008829; \% kg
usT = 2.2; % K
usdP = 6.158; % Pa
usAc = .0000035921; % m

for i=1:NumSet
    DataSetCount(i) = ceil(length(Data{i}.Cd)/7);
end

for i=1:NumSet
    if i==6
        else
            Data{i}.dP = (Data{i}.Velocity.^2.*Data{i}.Density)./2;
        end
    end
end

% Prepare individual run data for export to excel
% calculating the standard deviation of the Cd
for i=1:NumSet
    if i==6
        DataOut{1}.stdCd(j,1) = 1;
        DataOut{1}.stdRe(j,1) = 1;
    else
        for j = 1:TunnelSet
            if j == 1
                DataOut{1}.stdCd((j+TunnelSet*(i-1)),1) = std(Data{i}.Cd(1:DataSetCount(i)));
                DataOut{1}.stdRe((j+TunnelSet*(i-1)),1) = std(Data{i}.ReNumber(1:DataSetCount(i)));
            else
                DataOut{1}.stdCd((j+TunnelSet*(i-1)),1) = std(Data{i}.Cd(((j-1)*DataSetCount(i))+1):j*DataSetCount(i))) ;
                DataOut{1}.stdRe((j+TunnelSet*(i-1)),1) = std(Data{i}.ReNumber(((j-1)*DataSetCount(i))+1):j*DataSetCount(i))) ;
            end
        end
    end
end

for i=1:NumSet
    if i==6
        Data{i}.AvgCd = 1;
    else
        for j = 1:TunnelSet
            if j == 1
                Data{i}.AvgCd(j) = mean(Data{i}.Cd(1:DataSetCount(i))) ;
                Data{i}.AvgReNumber(j) = mean(Data{i}.ReNumber(1:DataSetCount(i))) ;
                Data{i}.AvgF(j) = mean(Data{i}.Drag(1:DataSetCount(i))) ;
            end
        end
    end
end
\[
\text{Data}_i. \text{AvgP}(j) = \text{mean}(\text{Data}_i. \text{dP}(1:\text{DataSetCount}(i)));
\]

\[
\text{Data}_i. \text{stdCd}(j) = \text{std}(\text{Data}_i. \text{Cd}(1:\text{DataSetCount}(i)));
\]

\[
\text{Data}_i. \text{stdRe}(j) = \text{std}(\text{Data}_i. \text{ReNumber}(1:\text{DataSetCount}(i)));
\]

\[\text{else}\]

\[
\text{Data}_i. \text{AvgCd}(j) = \text{mean}(\text{Data}_i. \text{Cd}((j-1)*\text{DataSetCount}(i)+1:j*\text{DataSetCount}(i)));
\]

\[
\text{Data}_i. \text{AvgReNumber}(j) = \text{mean}(\text{Data}_i. \text{ReNumber}((j-1)*\text{DataSetCount}(i)+1:j*\text{DataSetCount}(i)));
\]

\[
\text{Data}_i. \text{AvgF}(j) = \text{mean}(\text{Data}_i. \text{Drag}((j-1)*\text{DataSetCount}(i)+1:j*\text{DataSetCount}(i)));
\]

\[
\text{Data}_i. \text{AvgdP}(j) = \text{mean}(\text{Data}_i. \text{dP}((j-1)*\text{DataSetCount}(i)+1:j*\text{DataSetCount}(i)));
\]

\[
\text{Data}_i. \text{stdCd}(j) = \text{std}(\text{Data}_i. \text{Cd}((j-1)*\text{DataSetCount}(i)+1:j*\text{DataSetCount}(i)));
\]

\[
\text{Data}_i. \text{stdRe}(j) = \text{std}(\text{Data}_i. \text{ReNumber}((j-1)*\text{DataSetCount}(i)+1:j*\text{DataSetCount}(i)));
\]

\[\text{end}\]

\[\text{end}\]

\[\text{end}\]

\[\text{end}\]

% Set up the Student t values. Minimum number of data set taken was four and maximum was 10.

\[\text{for}\ i=1:\text{NumSet}\]

\[\text{if}\ i==6\]

\[\text{else}\]

\[\text{if}\ \text{DataSetCount}(i)-1 == 3\]

\[\text{Data}_i. \text{StudT} = 3.192;\]

\[\text{elseif}\ \text{DataSetCount}(i)-1 == 4\]

\[\text{Data}_i. \text{StudT} = 2.770;\]

\[\text{elseif}\ \text{DataSetCount}(i)-1 == 5\]

\[\text{Data}_i. \text{StudT} = 2.571;\]

\[\text{elseif}\ \text{DataSetCount}(i)-1 == 6\]

\[\text{Data}_i. \text{StudT} = 2.447;\]

\[\text{elseif}\ \text{DataSetCount}(i)-1 == 7\]

\[\text{Data}_i. \text{StudT} = 2.365;\]

\[\text{elseif}\ \text{DataSetCount}(i)-1 == 8\]

\[\text{Data}_i. \text{StudT} = 2.306;\]

\[\text{elseif}\ \text{DataSetCount}(i)-1 == 9\]

\[\text{Data}_i. \text{StudT} = 2.262;\]

\[\text{elseif}\ \text{DataSetCount}(i)-1 == 10\]

\[\text{Data}_i. \text{StudT} = 2.228;\]

\[\text{else}\]

\[\text{Data}_i. \text{StudT} = 0;\]

\[\text{end}\]

\[\text{end}\]

\[\text{end}\]
for i = 1:NumSet
  if i == 6
    else
      Data{i}.TF = 1 ./ ( Data{i}.AvgP.* Area );
      Data{i}.TdP = - ( Data{i}.AvgF ./ ( ( Data{i}.AvgP.*2 ).* Area ) );
      Data{i}.TAc = - ( Data{i}.AvgF ./ ( ( Data{i}.AvgP.*2 ).* Area ) );
      Data{i}.usF1 = ( ( Data{i}.TF .* usF1 ).^2 + ( Data{i}.TdP .* usdP ).^2 + ( Data{i}.TAc .* usAc ).^2 )^0.5 ;
      Data{i}.usF3 = ( ( Data{i}.TF .* usF3 ).^2 + ( Data{i}.TdP .* usdP ).^2 + ( Data{i}.TAc .* usAc ).^2 )^0.5 ;
      Data{i}.stdCd2 = Data{i}.stdT * Data{i}.stdCd ./ ( DataSetCount(i) )^0.5 ;
      Data{i}.u total1 = ( Data{i}.usF1 .*2 + Data{i}.stdCd2 .*2 )^0.5 ;
      Data{i}.u total3 = ( Data{i}.usF3 .*2 + Data{i}.stdCd2 .*2 )^0.5 ;
      Data{i}.u total1per = Data{i}.u total1 ./ Data{i}.AvgCd*100;  
      Data{i}.u total3per = Data{i}.u total3 ./ Data{i}.AvgCd*100; 
      Data{i}.uncertComp = [ Data{i}.TF .* usF3 ; Data{i}.TdP .* usdP ; Data{i}.TAc .* usAc ; Data{i}.usF3 ; Data{i}.stdCd2 ];
    end
  end
end

DataOut{1}.CdMatrix = zeros ( NumSet*7 , max ( DataSetCount(i) ) );
Data{6}.uncertComp = zeros ( 5 , TunnelSet ) ;

for i = 1:NumSet
  if i == 6
    else
      for j = 1:TunnelSet
        if j == 1
          for k = 1:DataSetCount(i)
            DataOut{1}.CdMatrix((j+TunnelSet*(i-1)),k) = ( Data{i}.Cd(k) );
          end
        else
          for k = 1:DataSetCount(i)
            DataOut{1}.CdMatrix((j+TunnelSet*(i-1)),k) = ( Data{i}.Cd((k+DataSetCount(i)*(j-1))));
          end
        end
      end
      DataOut{1}.Uncertainty1(i,:) = Data{i}.u total1per(1,:);
      DataOut{1}.Uncertainty3(i,:) = Data{i}.u total3per(1,:);
    end
  end
end
DataOut{i}.UncertComp(i:i+4,:) = Data{i}.uncertComp;
else
DataOut{i}.UncertComp((i*5)-4:(i*5)) = Data{i}.uncertComp;
end
end

if ANALYSIS == 1
    DataOut{1}.Analysis = {'CN'};
else
    DataOut{1}.Analysis = {'AAR'};
end

% Writing data to file
Time = 1;          % time in hours
xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', [DataOut{1}.CdMatrix, 'StandardDeviation', 'C2'])
xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', [DataOut{1}.stdCd, 'StandardDeviation', 'C2'])
xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', [DataOut{1}.RowNames, 'Uncertainty', 'C12'])
 xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', [DataOut{1}.Uncertainty1, 'Uncertainty', 'B12'])
 xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', [DataOut{1}.Uncertainty3, 'Uncertainty', 'K12'])
 xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', [DataOut{1}.UncertComp, 'Uncertainty', 'B40'])

% FuelFractionAway, FuelFractionReturn, DistanceAway, DistanceReturn, FuelTotals, DistanceTotals,
    GPMaway, GPMreturn = FuelConsume(Data{1}.XBaseInt, Data{1}.XBaseInt, Data{1}.
    ReducedFuelConsump, DataOut{1}.ReducedFuelConsump, Time);
xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', [DataOut{1}.RowNames, DataOut{1}.RowNames, DataOut{1}.RowNames, 
    DataOut{1}.RowNames, MatlabData, 'B5']);
 xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', [DataOut{1}.ColNames, MatlabData, 'C1']);
 xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', [DataOut{1}.XIntercept, DataOut{1}.YIntercept, DataOut{1}.XBaseInt, 
    MatlabData, 'C2']);
 xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', [DataOut{1}.RowNames, DataOut{1}.MeanCd, DataOut{1}.
    AvgDragCoeffReduction, DataOut{1}.AvgPercentForceReduce, DataOut{1}.AvgPercentFuelReduce, 
    PercentReduction, 'B1']);
 xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', DataOut{1}.ColNames, PercentReduction, 'B7');
 xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', DataOut{1}.RowNames, PercentReduction, 'A8');
 xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', DataOut{1}.ReducedFuelConsump, PercentReduction, 'B8');
 xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', DataOut{1}.ColNames, SimCompare, 'B1');
 xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', [DataOut{1}.SimulatedCorr; Data{1}.XBaseInt; DataOut{1}.SimDiff], 
    SimCompare, 'B2');
xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', [GPMAway; GPMreturn; GPMrates; 'B2']);
xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', [FuelFractionAway; FuelFractionReturn; DistanceReturn; DistanceReturn ], 'FuelConsumptionDistance', 'B2');
if ANALYSIS == 1 % Canadian National
    xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', DataOut{1}.RowNames, 'DavisEqnCN', 'C1');
    xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', [DataOut{1}.ALTotal; DataOut{1}.AATotal; DataOut{1}.BLTotal; DataOut{1}.BATotal; DataOut{1}.CLTotal; DataOut{1}.CTotal; DataOut{1}.RL; DataOut{1}.RA; DataOut{1}.RLlbs; DataOut{1}.RALbs; DataOut{1}.RTotallbs], 'DavisEqnCN', 'C2');
    xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', [V'; AA_aar; CC_aar; RR_aar; AA_can; BB_can; CC_can; RR_can; AA_exp; BB_exp; CC_exp; RR_exp], 'ValidationCN', 'C2');
else % Association of American Railroads
    xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', DataOut{1}.RowNames, 'DavisEqnAAR', 'C1');
    xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', [DataOut{1}.ALTotal; DataOut{1}.AATotal; DataOut{1}.BTotal; DataOut{1}.BTotal; DataOut{1}.ATotal; DataOut{1}.CTotal; DataOut{1}.CTotal; DataOut{1}.CTotal; DataOut{1}.RA; DataOut{1}.RL; DataOut{1}.RLlbs; DataOut{1}.RALbs; DataOut{1}.RTotallbs], 'DavisEqnAAR', 'C2');
    xlswrite('dataoutfinal.xlsx', [V'; AA_aar; CC_aar; RR_aar; AA_can; BB_can; CC_can; RR_can; AA_exp; BB_exp; CC_exp; RR_exp], 'ValidationAAR', 'C2');
end
% % ============================
% read in diesel price trend data for plotting
data = xlsread('FuelConsumption.xlsx', 'DieselPriceTrends');
% convert date serial to date string
dates1 = datesstr(data(:,2)+693960,23);
dates = datenum(dates1,'mm/dd/yyyy');
%dn=datenum(data(:,1),'mmmyy');
toc
%
PLOT = 0;
% PLOT = 0 - Program doesn't output plots
% PLOT = 1 - Program plots all plots
% close all;
colors = ...
[ 0 0 1 % 1 BLUE
 0 1 0 % 2 GREEN (pale)
 1 0 0 % 3 RED
 0 1 1 % 4 CYAN
 1 0 1 % 5 MAGENTA (pale)
 1 1 0 % 6 YELLOW (pale)
 0.5 0 0.9 % 7 PURPLE
 0 0.75 0.75 % 8 TURQUOISE
 0 0.5 0 % 9 GREEN (dark)
 0.75 0.75 0 % 10 YELLOW (dark)
xPixels = 1680;
yPixels = 1050;
NumLoc = num2str(Nloc);
NumAuto = num2str(Nauto);
Msize = 15;  % Marker Size
Tsize = 45;  % Title Font Size
Asize = 35;  % Axis Font Size
Fsize = 30;  % Other Font Size
Lwidth = 4;  % Line Width

set(0, 'DefaultAxesColorOrder', colors ...
    'DefaultAxesLineStyleOrder', '−|−−|−−') % This line changes the order of the colors and
    line type used for plotting

set(0, 'DefaultAxesFontName', 'Times New Roman') % Change font style to New Times Roman
set(0, 'defaultTextFontName', 'Times New Roman')
set(0, 'defaultTextInterpreter', 'latex')
set(0, 'DefaultAxesFontName', 'Calibri') % Change font style to New Times Roman
set(0, 'defaultTextFontName', 'Calibri')
set(0, 'DefaultAxesFontName', 'factory') % To change it back to the
    % factory settings

if PLOT == 1
    close all;
end

figure(99)
plot(dates, diesel(:,1), 'o', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b', 'MarkerSize', 5)
datetick('x','keepticks','keeplimits')
ylabel('Dollars per Gallon', 'fontsize', 26)

set(gca, 'FontSize', 20)
set(gca, 'XMinorTick', 'on', 'YMinorTick', 'on')
set(gca, 'Color', 'w');
set(gca, 'Position', [100 160 xPixels yPixels]) % [pos–x pos–y length–x length–y]
export_fig Diesel –painters –jpg –eps
Plots the tractive force curve for a single locomotive

```matlab
figure(100)
plot(V,N(:,1),V,N(:,2),V,N(:,3),V,N(:,4),V,N(:,5),V,N(:,6),V,N(:,7),V,N(:,8),'MarkerSize',15,
    'LineWidth',4)
box on
h_legend = legend('N1','N2','N3','N4','N5','N6','N7','N8','Location','NorthEast');
legend boxoff

title('C44AC', 'FontSize', 30)
xlabel('Speed (mph)', 'fontsize', 26)
ylabel('Tractive Effort (pounds)', 'fontsize', 26)
axis([0 V(length(V))+2 0 max(N(:,size(N,2)))+5000])
set(gca,'FontSize',20)
set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','YMinorTick','on')
set(h_legend,'FontSize',24)
set(gcf,'Color','w');
set(gcf,'Position',[100 160 xPixels yPixels])%[pos−x pos−y length−x length−y]
```

```
figure(101) % Averaged Cd Data for Baseline and Roof Data
hold on
plot(Data{1}.AvgReNumber, Data{1}.AvgCd, 'o','MarkerEdgeColor','b','MarkerFaceColor','b','MarkerSize',Msize)
plot(Data{2}.AvgReNumber, Data{2}.AvgCd, 's','MarkerEdgeColor','r','MarkerFaceColor','r','MarkerSize',Msize)
plot(Data{4}.AvgReNumber, Data{4}.AvgCd, 'x','MarkerEdgeColor','g','MarkerFaceColor','g','MarkerSize',Msize)

% errorbar(Data{1}.AvgReNumber, Data{1}.AvgCd,Data{1}.utotal3, 'o','MarkerEdgeColor','b','MarkerFaceColor','b','MarkerSize',Msize)
% errorbar(Data{2}.AvgReNumber, Data{2}.AvgCd,Data{2}.utotal3, 's','MarkerEdgeColor','r','MarkerFaceColor','r','MarkerSize',Msize)
% errorbar(Data{4}.AvgReNumber, Data{4}.AvgCd,Data{4}.utotal3, 'x','MarkerEdgeColor','g','MarkerFaceColor','g','MarkerSize',Msize)
hold off
box on
h_legend = legend('Corrugated roof (Baseline)',['Smooth roof without ' char(10) 'leading and trailing lip '],['Smooth roof with ' char(10) 'leading and trailing lip '],'Location','NorthEastOutside');
legend boxoff

title('Averaged Roof Data', 'FontSize', Tsize)
xlabel('$Re$', 'fontsize', Asize)
```

export_fig C44ACdata −painters −jpg −eps

```
ylabel('SC_{d}','fontsize', Asize)
xlim([200000 295000])

set(gca,'FontSize', Fsize)
set(gca, 'XMinorTick', 'on', 'YMinorTick', 'on')
set(gcf, 'Color', 'w');
set(gcf, 'Position', [100 160 xPixels yPixels])

export_fig AutoRoof –painters –jpg –eps

figure(102) % Averaged Cd Data for Baseline and Under Body Data
hold on
plot(Data{1}.AvgReNumber, Data{1}.AvgCd, 'r', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'r', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r', 'MarkerSize', Msize)
plot(Data{3}.AvgReNumber, Data{3}.AvgCd, 'g', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'g', 'MarkerSize', Msize)
plot(Data{5}.AvgReNumber, Data{5}.AvgCd, 'b', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'b', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b', 'MarkerSize', Msize)
plot(Data{7}.AvgReNumber, Data{7}.AvgCd, 'm', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'm', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'm', 'MarkerSize', Msize)
hold off
box on

legend = legend('Standard chassis', 'Chassis cover', 'Full length skirts', 'Partial length skirts', 'Location', 'NorthEastOutside');
legend boxoff

xlabel('Re\$','fontsize', Asize)
ylabel('SC_{d}\$','fontsize', Asize)
xlim([200000 295000])

set(gca,'FontSize', Fsize)
set(gca, 'XMinorTick', 'on', 'YMinorTick', 'on')
set(gcf, 'Color', 'w');
set(gcf, 'Position', [120 140 xPixels yPixels])

export_fig AutoUnder –painters –jpg –eps

figure(103) % Averaged Cd Data for Baseline and Panel Data
hold on
plot(Data{8}.AvgReNumber, Data{8}.AvgCd, 'k', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'k', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'k', 'MarkerSize', Msize)
plot(Data{9}.AvgReNumber, Data{9}.AvgCd, 'm', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'm', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'm', 'MarkerSize', Msize)
plot ( Data{10}.AvgReNumber, Data{10}.AvgCd, 'o', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'c', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'c', 'MarkerSize', Msize )
plot ( Data{11}.AvgReNumber, Data{11}.AvgCd, '<', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'r', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r', 'MarkerSize', Msize )
plot ( Data{12}.AvgReNumber, Data{12}.AvgCd, 'v', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'b', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b', 'MarkerSize', Msize )
plot ( Data{13}.AvgReNumber, Data{13}.AvgCd, '>', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'g', 'MarkerSize', Msize )

hold off
box on

%Template Line
plot ( Data{7}.AvgReNumber, Data{7}.AvgCd, 'o', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'k', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'k' )

hold off
box on

% h_legend = legend('Industry replica panel', 'Smooth panel', ['Ribbed panel (no holes)'], ['Panels with 4X larger venting', char(10), 'holes in blocked configuration'], ['Slotted panel', ['Panels with 4X larger venting', char(10), 'holes in spaced configuration'], 'Location', 'NorthEastOutside');
legend boxoff

% t i t l e ('Averaged Panel Data', 'FontSize', Tsize)
x l a b e l ('$Re$', 'fontSize', Asize)
y l a b e l ('$C_d$', 'fontSize', Asize)
x l i m ([200000 295000])

s e t ( gca, 'FontSize', Fsize )

s e t ( gca, 'XMinorTick', 'on', 'YMinorTick', 'on')

s e t ( gcf, 'Color', 'w');
s e t ( gcf, 'Position', [140 120 xPixels yPixels]) %[pos−x pos−y length−x length−y]

export_fig AutoPanel −painters −jpg −eps

figure(104) % Averaged Cd Data for Baseline and Composite Data

hold on
plot ( Data{14}.AvgReNumber, Data{14}.AvgCd, 'v', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'c', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'c', 'MarkerSize', Msize )
plot ( Data{20}.AvgReNumber, Data{20}.AvgCd, 's', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'g', 'MarkerSize', Msize )
plot ( Data{19}.AvgReNumber, Data{19}.AvgCd, '<', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'r', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r', 'MarkerSize', Msize )
plot ( Data{16}.AvgReNumber, Data{16}.AvgCd, '>', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'm', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'm', 'MarkerSize', Msize )
plot ( Data{18}.AvgReNumber, Data{18}.AvgCd, 'o', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'b', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b', 'MarkerSize', Msize )
plot ( Data{15}.AvgReNumber, Data{15}.AvgCd, '>', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'k', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'k', 'MarkerSize', Msize )
hold off
box on

% h_legend = legend('Baseline','Smooth Top','Side Panels','[Side Panels and Smooth Roof].','Bottom Cover w/ V-fairing','char(10) 'Side Panels and Smooth Roof'].','Bottom Cover. Side Panels 'char(10) 'and Smooth Roof']. ','Location'. 'NorthEastOutside '); h_legend = legend([ 'Bottom Cover w/ V-fairing. ', 'char(10) 'Side Panels and Smooth Roof'].','Bottom Cover, Side Panels 'char(10) 'and Smooth Roof'].',[ 'Side Panels and 'char(10) ' Smooth Roof'], 'Smooth Top','Side Panels', 'Baseline', 'Location', 'NorthEastOutside ');

legend boxoff

% title ('Averaged Panel Data', 'FontSize', Tsize)
xlabel('R$e$', 'fontsize', Asize)
ylabel('C$_d$', 'fontsize', Asize)
axis([200000 295000 .115 .25])

set(gca, 'FontSize', Fsize)
set(gca, 'XMinorTick', 'on', 'YMinorTick', 'on')
set(gcf, 'Color', 'w');
set(gcf, 'Position', [140 120 xPixels yPixels]) %[pos–x pos–y length–x length–y]

export_fig AutoComp -painters -jpg -eps

figure(110) % Averaged Cd Data for Baseline and Roof Data

hold on
errorbar(Data{1}.AvgReNumber, Data{1}.AvgCd, Data{1}.utotal3, 'o', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'b', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b', 'MarkerSize', Msize)
errorbar(Data{2}.AvgReNumber, Data{2}.AvgCd, Data{2}.utotal3, 's', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'r', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r', 'MarkerSize', Msize)
errorbar(Data{4}.AvgReNumber, Data{4}.AvgCd, Data{4}.utotal3, 'ˆ', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'g', 'MarkerSize', Msize)

hold off
box on

% h_legend = legend('Corrugated roof (Baseline)',['Smooth roof without ' char(10) 'leading and trailing lip'].','Smooth roof with 'char(10) 'leading and trailing lip']. ','Location'. 'NorthEastOutside '); h_legend = legend([ 'Smooth roof without ' char(10) 'leading and trailing lip'].','Smooth roof with 'char(10) 'leading and trailing lip']. ',Location'. 'NorthEastOutside ');

legend boxoff

% title ('Averaged Roof Data', 'FontSize', Tsize)
xlabel('R$e$', 'fontsize', Asize)
ylabel('C$_d$', 'fontsize', Asize)
xlim([200000 295000])
ylim([0.16 0.235])
set(gca, 'FontSize', Fsize)
```matlab
set(gca, 'XMinorTick', 'on', 'YMinorTick', 'on')
set(gcf, 'Color', 'w');
set(gcf, 'Position', [100 160 xPixels yPixels]) %[pos-x pos-y length-x length-y]
export_fig AutoRoofError -painters -jpg -eps

figure(111) % Averaged Cd Data for Baseline and Under Body Data
hold on
errorbar(Data{1}.AvgReNumber, Data{1}.AvgCd, Data{1}.utotal3, 'o', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'k', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'k', 'MarkerSize', Msize)
errorbar(Data{3}.AvgReNumber, Data{3}.AvgCd, Data{3}.utotal3, 's', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'm', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'm', 'MarkerSize', Msize)
errorbar(Data{5}.AvgReNumber, Data{5}.AvgCd, Data{5}.utotal3, 'v', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'b', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b', 'MarkerSize', Msize)
errorbar(Data{7}.AvgReNumber, Data{7}.AvgCd, Data{7}.utotal3, 'o', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'r', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r', 'MarkerSize', Msize)
hold off
box on
% h_leg = legend({'Standard chassis', 'Chassis cover', 'Full length skirts', ['Partial length skirts'], 'Location', 'NorthEastOutside'});
legend boxoff
% title('Averaged Under Body Data', 'FontSize', Tsize)
xlabel('$Re$', 'fontsize', Asize)
ylabel('$C_d$', 'fontsize', Asize)
ylim([0.17 0.235])
set(gca, 'FontSize', Fsize)
set(gca, 'XMinorTick', 'on', 'YMinorTick', 'on')
set(gcf, 'Color', 'w');
set(gcf, 'Position', [120 140 xPixels yPixels]) %[pos-x pos-y length-x length-y]
export_fig AutoUnderError -painters -jpg -eps

figure(112) % Averaged Cd Data for Baseline and Panel Data
hold on
errorbar(Data{8}.AvgReNumber, Data{8}.AvgCd, Data{8}.utotal3, 'o', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'k', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'k', 'MarkerSize', Msize)
errorbar(Data{9}.AvgReNumber, Data{9}.AvgCd, Data{9}.utotal3, 's', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'm', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'm', 'MarkerSize', Msize)
errorbar(Data{10}.AvgReNumber, Data{10}.AvgCd, Data{10}.utotal3, 'v', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'c', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'c', 'MarkerSize', Msize)
errorbar(Data{11}.AvgReNumber, Data{11}.AvgCd, Data{11}.utotal3, '<', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'r', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r', 'MarkerSize', Msize)
```
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errorbar(Data{12}, AvgReNumber, Data{12}, AvgCd, Data{12}, utotal3, 'v', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'b', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b', 'MarkerSize', Msize)

errorbar(Data{13}, AvgReNumber, Data{13}, AvgCd, Data{13}, utotal3, '>', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'g', 'MarkerSize', Msize)

hold off

box on

% h_legend = legend('Industry replica panel', 'Smooth panel', ['Ribbed panel (no holes)'], [
    'Panels with 4X larger venting', char(10) 'holes in blocked configuration'], 'Slotted panel', [
    'Panels with 4X larger venting', char(10) 'holes in spaced configuration'], 'Location', 'NorthEastOutside');

legend boxoff

% title('Averaged Panel Data', 'FontSize', Tsize)

xlabel('$Re$', 'FontSize', Asize)

ylabel('$Cd$', 'FontSize', Asize)

xlim([200000 295000])

ylim([0.18 0.2175])

set(gca, 'FontSize', Fsize)

set(gca, 'XMinorTick', 'on', 'YMinorTick', 'on')

set(gcf, 'Color', 'w')

export_fig AutoPanel -painters -jpg -eps

figure(113)

hold on

errorbar(Data{14}, AvgReNumber, Data{14}, AvgCd, Data{14}, utotal3, 'o', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'k', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'k', 'MarkerSize', Msize)

errorbar(Data{20}, AvgReNumber, Data{20}, AvgCd, Data{20}, utotal3, 's', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'g', 'MarkerSize', Msize)

errorbar(Data{19}, AvgReNumber, Data{19}, AvgCd, Data{19}, utotal3, '<', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'r', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r', 'MarkerSize', Msize)

errorbar(Data{16}, AvgReNumber, Data{16}, AvgCd, Data{16}, utotal3, '>', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'm', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'm', 'MarkerSize', Msize)

errorbar(Data{18}, AvgReNumber, Data{18}, AvgCd, Data{18}, utotal3, 'o', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'b', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b', 'MarkerSize', Msize)

errorbar(Data{15}, AvgReNumber, Data{15}, AvgCd, Data{15}, utotal3, '>', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'k', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'k', 'MarkerSize', Msize)

% Template Line plot(Data{7}, AvgReNumber, Data{7}, AvgCd, 'o', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'k', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'k')

hold off

box on

% h_legend = legend('Baseline', 'Smooth Top', 'Side Panels', ['Side Panels and' char(10) 'Smooth Roof'], ['Bottom Cover w/ V-fairing', char(10) 'Side Panels and Smooth Roof'], ['Bottom Cover, Side Panels' char(10) 'and Smooth Roof'], 'Location', 'NorthEastOutside');
% h_legend = legend([\'Bottom Cover w/ V-faifing\', char(10) \'Side Panels and Smooth Roof\'], [\'Bottom Cover, Side Panels\', char(10) \'and Smooth Roof\'], [\'Side Panels and\', char(10) \'Smooth Roof\'], \'Smooth Top\', \'Side Panels\', \'Baseline\', \'Location\', \'NorthEastOutside\');

legend boxoff

% title(\'Averaged Panel Data\', \'FontSize\', Tsize)
xlabel(\'$Re$\', \'fontSize\', Asize)
ylabel(\'$C_{d}$\', \'fontSize\', Asize)
axis([200000 295000 .115 .25])

set(gca, \'FontSize\', Fsize)
set(gca, \'XMinorTick\', 'on', \'YMinorTick\', 'on')
set(gcf, \'Position\', [140 120 xPixels yPixels]) %[pos−x pos−y length−x length−y]

export_fig AutoCompError−painters−jpg−eps

% ANALYSIS = 1 \rightarrow follow Canadian National (B term is used)
% ANALYSIS = 2 \rightarrow follow AAR (B term is assumed negligible)
if ANALYSIS ==1
    % This plot compares the results of the Canadian National, AAR and my
    % experimental approximation of the Davis equation
    figure(105)
    hold on
    plot(V(1:3:end), RR_can(1:3:end), ':ob', \'MarkerEdgeColor\', \'b\', \'MarkerFaceColor\', \'b\', \'MarkerSize\', 8, \'LineWidth\', Lwidth−2)
    set(gca, \'XMinorTick\', 'on', \'YMinorTick\', 'on')
    set(gcf, \'Position\', [140 120 xPixels yPixels]) %[pos−x pos−y length−x length−y]
    legend boxoff
    title(\'Davis Equation Approximation\', \'FontSize\', 30)
xlabel(\'Velocity (mph)\', \'fontSize\', Asize)
ylabel(\'Resistive Force (pounds/ton)\', \'fontSize\', Asize)
axis([0 V(length(V))+2 0 RR_can(length(RR_can))+1])

% set(gca, \'MarkerFaceColor\', \'auto\')
set(gca, \'FontSize\', Fsize)
set(gca, \'XMinorTick\', 'on', \'YMinorTick\', 'on')
set(gcf, \'Color\', \'w\');
set(gcf, \'Position\', [140 120 xPixels yPixels]) %[pos−x pos−y length−x length−y]
% Plot of the Components of the Davis Equation

figure(106)
hold on
plot(V(1:3:end), DataOut{1}.AATotal(1:3:end,1), ':og', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'g', 'MarkerSize', 8, 'LineWidth', Lwidth - 2)
plot(V(1:3:end), DataOut{1}.BATotal(1:3:end,1), ':sr', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'r', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r', 'MarkerSize', 8, 'LineWidth', Lwidth - 2)
plot(V(1:3:end), DataOut{1}.CATotal(1:3:end,1), ':hb', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'b', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b', 'MarkerSize', 8, 'LineWidth', Lwidth - 2)
plot(V(1:3:end), DataOut{1}.AATotal(1:3:end,1) + DataOut{1}.BATotal(1:3:end,1), ':>m', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'm', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'm', 'MarkerSize', 8, 'LineWidth', Lwidth - 2)
plot(V(1:3:end), DataOut{1}.CATotal(1:3:end,1), ':vc', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'c', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'c', 'MarkerSize', 8, 'LineWidth', Lwidth - 2)

legend = legend('A', 'B', 'C', 'A+B', 'A+C', 'B+C', 'Location', 'NorthWest');
h_legend = legend('A', 'B', 'C', 'A+B', 'B+C', 'Location', 'NorthWest');

box off
hold on

% title('Davis Equation Components', 'FontSize', 30)
xlabel('Velocity (mph)', 'fontsize', Asize)
ylabel('Force (pounds/ton)', 'fontsize', Asize)

set(gca, 'FontSize', Fsize)
set(gca, 'XMinorTick', 'on', 'YMinorTick', 'on')
set(gca, 'Color', 'w');
set(gcf, 'Position', [140 120 xPixels yPixels])

export_fig DavisComponents − painters − jpg − eps

figure(109)
hold on
plot(V, DataOut{1}.AATotal(:,1)./DataOut{1}.RA(:,1), ':og', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'g', 'MarkerSize', 8, 'LineWidth', Lwidth - 2)
plot(V, DataOut{1}.BATotal(:,1)./DataOut{1}.RA(:,1), ':sr', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'r', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r', 'MarkerSize', 8, 'LineWidth', Lwidth - 2)
plot(V, DataOut{1}.CATotal(:,1)./DataOut{1}.RA(:,1), ':hb', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'b', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b', 'MarkerSize', 8, 'LineWidth', Lwidth - 2)

% h_legend = legend('A', 'B', 'C', 'Location', 'NorthEast');
box on
hold off

\title{'Contribution of Aerodynamics to the Total Force', 'FontSize', 30}
\xlabel{'Velocity (mph)', 'fontsize', Asize}
\ylabel{,'% Total', 'fontsize', Asize}

set(gca, 'FontSize', Fsize)
set(gca, 'XMinorTick', 'on', 'YMinorTick', 'on')
set(gcf, 'Color', 'w');
set(gcf, 'Position', [140 120 xPixels yPixels])); %[pos−x pos−y length−x length−y]

export_fig CvsTotal −painters −jpg −eps

else
% This plot compares the results of the Canadian National, AAR and my
% experimental approximation of the Davis equation

figure(105)
hold on

\plot(V(1:3:end),RR_can(1:3:end), 'ob', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'b', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b', '
MarkerSize', 8, 'LineWidth', Lwidth−2)
\plot(V(1:3:end),RR_aar(1:3:end), 'r', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'r', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r', 'MarkerSize
', 8, 'LineWidth', Lwidth−2)
\plot(V(1:3:end),RR_exp(1:3:end), 'sg', 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'g', 'MarkerSize
', 8, 'LineWidth', Lwidth−2)

hold off

\hl{legend} = legend( 'Canadian National', 'Association of American Railroads', 'Experimental', '
Location', 'NorthWest');
\hl{legend} = legend( 'Association of American Railroads', 'Experimental', 'Location', 'NorthWest');
box on
legend boxoff

\title{'Davis Equation Approximation', 'FontSize', 30}
\xlabel{'Velocity (mph)', 'fontsize', Asize}
\ylabel{'Resistive Force (pounds/ton)', 'fontsize', Asize}
axis([0 V(length(V))+2 0 RR_can(length(RR_can))+1])

set(gca, 'FontSize', Fsize)
set(gca, 'XMinorTick', 'on', 'YMinorTick', 'on')
set(gcf, 'Color', 'w');
set(gcf, 'Position', [140 120 xPixels yPixels])); %[pos−x pos−y length−x length−y]

export_fig comparison_AAR −painters −jpg −eps

end


\% The plot is a zoomed in view of the N8 and N7 throttle settings, the
% intersect with the davis equation and the vertical approximation line.

figure (107)
hold on
plot (V, Nana (:, 1), V, Nana (:, 2), V, Nana (:, 3), V, Nana (:, 4), V, Nana (:, 5), V, Nana (:, 6), V, Nana (:, 7), V, Nana (:, 8), V, Davis {1}, RTotallbs, V, Davis {2}, RTotallbs, V, Davis {4}, RTotallbs, 'MarkerSize' , 15, 'LineWidth' , 4)
h_legend = legend ( 'N1', 'N2', 'N3', 'N4', 'N5', 'N6', 'N7', 'N8', 'Corrugated', 'Smooth w/o Lip', 'Smooth w/ Lip', 'Location', 'NorthEast');
for i = 1:ThrottleSet
    plot (Analysis {i}. VCorr1, Analysis {i}. VerticalLine1, 'k', 'LineWidth'.2)
end
box on
legend boxoff
%
% The plot is a zoomed in view of the N8 and N7 throttle settings, the
% intersect with the davis equation and the vertical approximation line.
figure (108)
set (gcf , 'DefaultAxesColorOrder', colors (6:end, :))
hold on
plot (V, Nana (:, 6), V, Nana (:, 7), V, Nana (:, 8), V, Davis {1}, RTotallbs, V, Davis {2}, RTotallbs, V, Davis {4}, RTotallbs, 'MarkerSize', 15, 'LineWidth', 4)
h_legend = legend ( 'N6', 'N7', 'N8', 'Corrugated', 'Smooth w/o Lip', 'Smooth w/ Lip', 'Location', 'NorthEast');
for i = 1:ThrottleSet
    plot (Analysis {i}. VCorr1, Analysis {i}. VerticalLine1, 'k', 'LineWidth', 2)
end
box on
legend boxoff
%
xlabel ( 'Speed (mph)' , 'fontSize', 26)
ylabel ( 'Force (pounds)' , 'fontSize', 26)
rectangle ( 'Position', [Data {1}. XIntercept (7) −3, Data {1}. YIntercept (8) −15000, Data {1}. XIntercept (8) +3−Data {1}. XIntercept (7) +3, (Data {1}. YIntercept (8) +10000) − (Data {1}. YIntercept (8) −15000)], 'LineWidth', 2)
axis ([0 90 0 150000])
set (gca , 'FontSize', 20)
set (gca , 'XMinorTick', 'on', 'YMinorTick', 'on')
set (h_legend , 'FontSize', 24)
set (gcf , 'Color', 'w');
set (gcf , 'Position', [260 120 xPixels yPixels]) %[pos−x pos−y length−x length−y]
hold off
export_fig fuelconsump −painters −jpg −eps
%
% title ( 'Ttractive Force vs Pulling Resistance', 'FontSize', 30)
% The plot shows the tractive curve vs. resistance curves of roof data

figure(108)
hold on
plot(V,Nana(:,1),V,Nana(:,2),V,Nana(:,3),V,Nana(:,4),V,Nana(:,5),V,Nana(:,6),V,Nana(:,7),V,Nana(:,8),V,Davis{1}.RTotallbs,V,Davis{2}.RTotallbs,V,Davis{4}.RTotallbs,'MarkerSize',15,'LineWidth',4)
h.legend = legend('N1','N2','N3','N4','N5','N6','N7','N8','Corrugated','Smooth w/o Lip','Smooth w/ Lip','Location','NorthEast');
for i = 1:ThrottleSet
    plot(Analysis{i}.VCorr1,Analysis{i}.VerticalLine1,'k','LineWidth',2)
end
box on
legend boxoff
% title('Tractive Force vs Pulling Resistance', 'FontSize', 30)
xlabel('Speed (mph)','fontsize',26)
ylabel('Force (pounds)','fontsize',26)
axis([0 85 0 150000])
set(gca,'FontSize',20)
set(gca,'XMinorTick','on','YMinorTick','on')
set(h_legend,'FontSize',24)
set(gcf,'Color','w')
set(gcf,'Position', [260 120 xPixels yPixels])
hold off
eexport_fig fuelconsumpDefense -painters -jpg -eps

end